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No 4, 26 Jan 1963, pp 32-36.

No 7, 16 Feb 1963, p 15.
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No 8, 23 Feb 1963.
New Problems Call for New Methods, by P. Neporozhnii, 7 pp, (p 5).
JPRS 19319

Correcting Disorganization at the Ryzan' Artificial Fibre Plant, by I. Azovkin, 5 pp, (p 15).
JPRS 19614

An Example of Ill-Considered Construction, by N. Yakovchuk, 5 pp, (p 38).
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Spare Parts -- A Great National Economic Problem, 5 pp, (pp 14, 15).
JPRS 19555

Criticism of the Production and Supply of Spare Parts, by V. Krivosheyev, 5 pp, (pp 15, 16).
JPRS 19555
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Towards an Improved System of Bookkeeping, by S. Protasov, B. Nesterov, 6 pp, (p 35).
JPRS 19352

JPRS 19352

No 12, 23 Mar 1963.
The Role of Science in the Development of the Chemical Industry, 7 pp, (p 5).
JPRS 19432
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Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper
Ekon Gazeta, (Contd)

No 12, 23 Mar 1963.
Better Organization and Coordination of Scientific
Research Work in Chemical Industry Needed, 6 pp,
(pp 6, 7).

Business Club Discussions on Better Utilization
of Capital Investments, by P. Kazakov, P. Styrov,
19 pp, (pp 16-20).

State and Collective Farm Finances, by
M. Shermenev, 49 pp.

No 14, 1963.
Rational Loading for Rolling Equipment, by
L. Shapiro, V. Svets, 11 pp, (pp 8, 9).

Geothermic Energy Must Be Harnessed in Kamchatka,

No 15, 13 Apr 1963.
Planned Cost of Production, by N. Sandrigaylo,
5 pp, (p 12).

Plant Construction in the Mordovskaya ASSR, by
A. Kupriyanov, 5 pp, (p 14).

No 16, 20 Apr 1963.
First All-Russian Conference of Chief Economists
of Sovnarkhoz Plants, 6 pp, (pp 10-18).

How a Computer Center is Planned, by A. Denisov,
7 pp, (pp 11-14).

Iron Ore Industry, 6 pp, (p 31).

Plants Advertise Talks and Purchases -- Institutes
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Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Ekon Gazeta. (Contd)

No 17, Apr 1963.
The New Economical Welding Methods, by I. Karev, 6 pp, (pp 10).
The Challenge of Communism to Become the Economic Leader of the World, by O. Latsis, 12 pp, (pp 12, 13).
First Results of Economic Experiments in Tataria, by V. Veselov, Yu. Sytnikov, 7 pp, (p 9).
No 18, 1963.
Long-Range Equalization of the Levels of Economic Development of the Regions of the USSR, by A. Nikitin, 11 pp, (pp 6, 7).
No 19, 11 May 1963, pp 18, 19.
Initial Success in Specialization, by N. Sobol', 9 pp.
The Profit of Sovkhozes and Its Distribution, by V. Semenov, 17 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ekonomika Sel'skogo Khozyaystva, No 1, 1963, pp 101-110.
RUSSIAN, per, Ekonomika Stroitel'stva, No 2, 1963, pp 48-52.
For the New Successes in the Development of Electric Power, 6 pp.
Electric Power Industry at the Threshold of New Developments, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Energetik, No 4, 1963, pp 1-5.
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Tasks for Power Machinery Construction, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Energomashinostroyeniye, No 3, 1963, pp 1, 2.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Finansy SSSR.


No 2, 1963.


Kaunasskaya Gas is the First Completed Power Station of the Nyamunasskiy Cascade, by S. I. Danila, S. P. Bagdonavichus, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Gidrotekh Stroitel, No 3, 1963, pp 2-4.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Gorny Zhur.

No 3, 1963.
Achievements in the Automation and Mechanization of Production at the Degtyarsk Copper Mine, by A. N. Shilin, 10 pp, (pp 13-15).

Hydrotransportation and Hydropumping of Soil in Preparing Polygons for Diamond Mining, by S. V. Yudayev, 8 pp, (pp 27-29).

Recommended Method of Ore Cutting With Small Diameter Boreholes as Practiced at the Altyn-topkan Mine, by K. N. Petrov, 10 pp, (pp 37-40).

Modelling a Mine From Plexiglass, by B. V. Oleynikov, 5 pp, (pp 52, 53).
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For the Further Technical Progress of the
Ferrous Metallurgy Mining Industry, by
R. P. Kaplunov, Ye. F. Moskal'kov, 8 pp,
(pp 3-7).

The Increase of Labor Productivity at the
Vysokogorskiy Mine, by S. I. Nikolayev,
A. M. Il'yun, 5 pp, (pp 7-9).

Geology and Hydrology of the Vysokogorskoje
Deposit and Operations for Its Draining, by
V. S. Makhnev, I. V. Yudenkov, 6 pp, (pp 9-12).

Experience of the Work of the Vysokogorskoje
Mining Administration Open Pit Mines, by

Development of Automation at the Vysokogorskiy

Reduction in Cost of Shipments Needed to Enrich the
Country, by A. Abramov, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Gudok, 16 Feb 1963, p 3.

Review of Transportation Achievements in 1962 and

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper
Izvestiya.

Diffraction Gratings and Motion Picture Cameras,
by B. Gusev, 9 pp.

8 Jan 1963, p 1.
Progress in Power-Generator Design at the
Novosibirsk Turbogenerator Plant, by
V. Davydchenkov, 6 pp.

2 Mar 1963.
Open-Hearth Furnace Problems at the Zhdanov
Plant, by M. Gonda, V. Rocharov, 5 pp.
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10 Apr 1963, p 3.
Improvements in Manufacture of Electrical
Insulating Materials Needed, by M. Dubovik,
V. Khanzhin, 5 pp.

JPRS 19732

13 Apr 1963.
A Highly Productive Schedule, by I. Kapitonov,
6 pp.

JPRS 19292

17 Apr 1963.
Using Electronic Computers in Economic Cal-
culations, by G. Marchuk, A. Aganbegyan, 5 pp.

JPRS 19476

Rubberized Sheet Filter LV-100G, by S. G. Ayrapetov,
6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim Mashinostroyeniye, No 2, 1963,
pp 3, 4.

JPRS 19250

New Machines, Devices and Instruments, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim Mashinostroyeniye, No 2, 1963,
pp 44-46.

JPRS 19250

Industry's Contribution to the Sovkhozos and
Kolkhozes in the Current Year, by P. Kozhevnikov,
5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kolkhozno-Sovkhoznoe Proizvodstvo,
No 1, 1963, pp 33, 34.

JPRS 19352

Industrial Uses of Radioactive Isotopes, by
V. Letenko, V. Postnikov, 16 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 2, Jan 1963, pp 56-59.

JPRS 19331

Computer Technology and Its Application, by
B. Dubasov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 3, 1963, pp 58-60.

JPRS 19686

Improve Consumer Service, by A. Blum, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Estonii, No 2, 1963,
pp 86-91.

JPRS 19294

Labor Legislation Must Be Strictly Observed, by
S. Radzhabov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Kommunist Tadzhikistana, 9 Apr 1963.

JPRS 19292

Discussion of Personnel at the Voronezh Elektrosignal
Plant, by V. Gromyko, 6 pp.

JPRS 19721
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Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper
Leningrad Pravda.

  Drive for Greater Consumer Goods Production in
  Leningrad Enterprises, by M. Baybikov, 5 pp.

- 16 Feb 1963.
  Eliminate Power Shortages at the "Khaskh
  Mining and Metallurgical Combine", by M. Samarin,
  5 pp.

- 22 Feb 1963.
  The Cherepovets Metallurgical Plant, by
  A. Borodulin, 8 pp.

  Technical Progress and Labor Productivity, Plenum
  of Leningrad Industrial Oblast Committee CPSU,
  5 pp.

The Progress of the City of Dzhetygara, by
V. Vlasov, 6 pp.

The Present and Future of Chemical Industry in
Moskovskaya Oblast, by S. Chesnokov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Leninskoye Znayma, 12 Feb 1963.

Weak Points in the Cellulose-Paper Industry of
the RSFSR, by I. Ye. Voronov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Lesnaya Promyshlenost', 23 Apr 1963,
p 3.

For Greater Production of Semikilled Steel, by
D. L. Litvinenko, P. M. Shchastnyy, 9 pp.

Steel Production at the Kuznetsk Metallurgical
RUSSIAN, per, Metallurg, No 3, 1963, pp 14-16.

Steel Smelting Practice at the Makeyevka Metallurgical

A Proposed Change in the Work Schedule of Seamen,
by V. Shuvalov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Flot, No 12, 1962, pp 21, 22.
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Need for Laboratory Experiments at the Moscow Tire Plant, by G. Korbe, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Moskov Pravda, 26 Jan 1963.

Improvement of Tool Quality, by V. Shkalikov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Moskov Pravda, 4 Apr 1963.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Na Stroykah Rossii.

No 7, 1962.
A. Our Main Effort - Specialization and Cooperation, by E. Ragozin, V. Abramov, 8 pp, (pp 5-8).


D. In the Interest of All Economic Rayons, by L. Ben'kovich, Ye. Lerner, 9 pp, (pp 15-18).

E. The Building Industry Production Base is Expanding, by V. Lavrent'yev, Yu. Sokolov, 6 pp, (pp 19-21).

G. New Capacities Come Into Being, by V. Solov'yov, N. Gurov, 8 pp, (pp 24-27).

H. At the Points of Concentrated Construction, by N. Yaropolov, S. Chaykin, 7 pp, (pp 28-31).

No 1, 1963, pp 3-6.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Narod Khoz Kazakh.

No 12, 1962, pp 36-38.
Shortcomings in the Production of Materials Despite a Developed Base in Zapadno-Kazakhstanskiy Kray, by N. Duhinskiy, V. Sokolov, 5 pp.
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Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Narod Khoz Kazakh. (Contd)

No 3, 1963.
Plant Specialization in Karagandinskaya Oblast (Kazakhstan), by V. Pirogov, A. Veksler, 6 pp, (pp 3-6).


Utilization of Labor Resources in Kazakhstan, by S. Sundetov, 8 pp, (pp 57-61).


JPRS 19463 19294 19688 19522

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Narod Khoz Uzbek.

No 1, 1963.
The Economy and Culture of Uzbekistan in the Fifth Year of the Seven-Year Plan, by S. Ziyadullayev, 28 pp, (pp 3-11).

Develop the Chemical Industry of Uzbekistan on a Large Scale, by I. Abayev, A. Dul'man, 9 pp, (pp 12-19).

No 2, 1963.
The Possibility of Making Concrete Without Cement, by A. Zakharaeva, V. Zvereva, 6 pp.

Progressive Norms and Wages, 12 pp.

The Role of Public Organizations in Furthering Production, by D. Lysenko, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauchno-Tekh Obshch SSSR, No 4, 1963, pp 8-11.

Defective Nomен-2 Television Sets Produced by Minsk Radio Plant, by V. Ponomarev, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ogonek, No 2, Jan 1963, p 5.

JPRS 19612 19207 19516 19292 19412 19331

Work of Trade Union in Agriculture, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Okhrana Trud i Sotsial'novo Strakhovaniya, No 4, 1963, pp 6, 7.

JPRS 19292
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Work Organization to Reduce Fatigue, by S. Gorshkov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Okhrana Truda i Sotsial'noye Strakhovaniye, No 4, 1963, pp 8, 9.

RUSSIAN, per, Partiynaya Zhizn', No 3, Feb 1962, pp 27-33.

RUSSIAN, per, Partiynaya Zhizn', No 2, 1963, pp 21, 22.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Planovo khozyaystvo.

No 3, 1963, pp 1-10.

No 4, 1963.


No 5, 1963.
For the New Economic Plans -- A Fully Adequate Foundation, 15 pp, (pp 1-10).


USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Pravda.

p 2.
Specialization is our Policy and our Urgent
Task, by K. T. Mazurov, 5 pp.

23 Feb 1963.
Planned Increase of Production of Non-Ferrous
Metals in Vostochno-Kazakhstanskaya Oblast, 5 pp.

27 Feb 1963, p 2.
Inadequate Use of Plastics in Machine Building, by
A. Rynbenko, 5 pp.

6 Mar 1963, p 2.
We Must Base the Electric Power Construction on
Industrial Methods, by I. Genichev, 5 pp.

New Modern Equipment for Kolkhozes and Sovkhozes,
by A. Yezhevski, 5 pp.

1 Apr 1963, p 2.
Party Care for Converter Method, by K. Nikolayev,
6 pp.

2 Apr 1963, p 2.
The Present and Future of Soviet Lavsan, by
A. Sokolov, 5 pp.

Production Organization of Refactory Fire-
Resistant Materials Called For, by V. Perederoyev,
5 pp.

18 Apr 1963.
Pressing Problems of Labor Organization in the

Possibility of Replacing Three Blast Furnaces by Two,
by V. Pokryshkin, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Pravda Ukrainy, 10 Feb 1963.

How We Employ Gitalov's Techniques on the Polyes'ye,
by N. Akimenko, 9 pp.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

RUSSIAN, np, Pravda Ukrain, 2 Apr 1963. JPRS 19618

Rapid Construction of a Shop at the Plant imeni Kuz'min, by G. I. Ratskevich, 8 pp. 
RUSSIAN, per, Promyshlennye Stroitel'ctvo, No 3, 1963, pp 5-10. JPRS 19196

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Rabochaya Gazeta.

4 Oct 1962, p 4, 9683127
Five Great Years, by Yevgeniy Ryabchikov, 5 pp. JPRS 19364

7 Mar 1963.
Quality of Krivoy Rog Ore is Dropping, by I. Tokarskiy, 6 pp. JPRS 19196

13 Mar 1963.
Poor Quality of Charging Hoppers Built by the Dneprovskiy Metallurgical Equipment Plant, by G. Lomonos, 5 pp. JPRS 19604

4 Apr 1963, p 2.
Party Organization at the Gorlovka Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant in the Struggle for the Development of Large-Scale Chemical Industry, by Ye. Khristolyubova, 5 pp. JPRS 19658

24 Apr 1963, p 2.
Shortcomings in the Delivery of Equipment to Quarries for the Assembling of Equipment, by I. Bondarenko, I. Kiba, et al, 5 pp. JPRS 19224

RUSSIAN, per, Rabotnitsa, No 6, 1962, pp 1, 2. JPRS 19224
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Razvedka i Okhrana Nedr.

No 2, 1953.


No 3, 1963.
Commercial Types of Talc Deposits in the USSR, by I. F. Romanovich, 10 pp, (pp 8-12).


Detector Elements in the Mica-Bearing Pegmatitic Veins, by U. P. Smirnov, 7 pp, (pp 17-20).


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Sotsialistichskiy Trud.

No 1, 1963, pp 95-102.
Wages is an Important Factor in Raising Labor Productivity, by V. Vorob'yov, 12 pp.

No 3, 1963.
Balance of Labor and Balance of Working Time, by V. Kostakov, P. Litvyakov, 13 pp, (pp 11-18).

USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical 
Sotsialisticheskiy Trud. (Contd)

No 3, 1963.
New Regulations on Labor and Wages, 6 pp, 
(pp 142-144).

No 4, 1963.
Permanent Plant Cadres and Labor Organization, 
by B. Millner, 16 pp, (pp 32-41).
The Culture of Production as a Very Important 
Element in Organization of Labor, by 
N. Izvol'skaya, N. Trusikhin, 12 pp, (pp 48-55).
Consolidated Standards for Labor Inputs, by 
N. Kulagin, 13 pp, (pp 128-135).

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper 
Sovetskaya Belorussiya.

Efforts to Extend the Service-Life of Radio 

17 Nov 1962, p 2.
News of Gomel'kabel' and Elektroapparatura 
Plant, by A. I. Karabanov, N. K. Voskov, et al, 
6 pp.

New Institute for Directors of Industrial and 
Transport Enterprises Established in Minsk, 
5 pp.

Lack of Specialists for Production Leadership, 
by A. Tikhonov, 6 pp.

17 Mar 1963,
Agricultural Workers Ask for More New Machinery, 
by A. A. Yezhevskiy, 5 pp.

Activity at the Frunze Physical-Instruments Plant, by 
V. Dmitriyev, 5 pp.

USSR
Economic (Contd)
Operational Problems at the VEF Plant, by E. Damberg, 18 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovetskaya Latvija, 25 Nov 1962, p 2. JPRS 19721

New Conveyor at Kishinev Elektromashina Plant, by
RUSSIAN, np, Sovetskaya Moldaviya, No 277, 25 Nov 1962,
JPRS 19459
p 2.

The Need for Trained Workers in the National Economy,
by F. Epur, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovetskaya Moldaviya, 1 Mar 1963.
JPRS 19228

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper
Sovetskaya Rossiya.
8 Feb 1963. Chemical Industry in the Priokskiy Economic
Region, by I. Lisichkin, A. Podol'skiy, 7 pp.
JPRS 19207

14 Feb 1963. Chemical Industry in the Volga Region, by
I. Polomskaya, 6 pp.
JPRS 19431

20 Feb 1963. For Better Quality Transformer Steel, by
A. Gusev, N. Nikitin, 5 pp.
JPRS 19364

12 Mar 1963, pp 1-3. Current Agricultural Developments in the USSR,
by L. N. Yefremov, 20 pp.
JPRS 19156

Bonuses for Construction Workers, by Ye. Bobkov,
6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovetskiye Profsoyuzy, No 6, 1963,
JPRS 19292
pp 28, 29.

A Universal, Standard, and Economical Plan of
Thermal Electric Power Stations, by F. Sapozhnikov,
12 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Stroitel Gazeta, 13 Jan 1963, p 3.
JPRS 19319

Activities of Tractor and Agricultural Machine
RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khozmashiny, No 3, 1963,
JPRS 19193
pp 1, 2.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Exhibition of NII and KB of Goskomitet on Automation and Machine Building Work, by B. K. Kharitonov, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khoz mashiny, No 3, 1963, pp 48, 49.

RUSSIAN, per, Traktory i Sel'khoz mashiny, No 4, 1963, pp 1-3.

Adventures of the Inventor Yurchenko, by A. Avdeyenko, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Trud, 10 Feb 1963.

Labor Productivity is the Yardstick of Economic Progress, by L. Kostin, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trud, 21 Mar 1963.

Building the Gaurdak Chemical Industry Center, by G. Vasil'yeva, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Turkmenskaya Iskra, 1 Feb 1963, p 3.

Increased Activity at the Electro-Plant imeni V. V. Kuybyshov, by V. Kopylov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Vechernyaya Moskva, No 275, 23 Nov 1962, p 1.

Some New Syntactic Constructions in Modern Kazakh, by S. Nurkhanov, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk Kazakh SSR, No 2, 1963, pp 60-69.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Vest Elektroprom.

Prospects for Developing the Electrical Industry of the Urals, by N. N. Pytel', 8 pp, (pp 1, 2).

Hydroelectric Generators Built by the Ural-elektroapparat Plant, by K. P. Kostin, 16 pp, (pp 8-13).

USSR

Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Vest Elektroprom. (Contd)

No 3, 1963.
Series Production of Electrical Equipment for the Coal Mining Industry, by V. A. Khorunzhiy, 7 pp, (pp 1-3).


No 4, 1963, pp 1-3.
Tasks of Soviet Transformer Building, by G. N. Petrov, 5 pp.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Vest Statistiki.

No 3, 1963.


Higher Level of Organizational Work Needed in River Fleet, by S. Kuchkin, 8 pp.
USSR
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Voprosy Ekon.

No 3, 1963.
Raising the Scientific Level of Planning for the
National Economy, by M. Bor, 18 pp, (pp 3-14).
JPRS 19296

Concentration and Specialization on Chemical
Production, by N. Shokin, 14 pp, (pp 15-25).
JPRS 19296

Indicators of the Use of Fixed Assets and
Increasing Their Role in Planning, by P. Bunich,
20 pp, (pp 26-38).
JPRS 19476

Distribution on the Basis of Work and Social
Consumption Funds, by A. Chukhno, 8 pp,
(pp 49-54).
JPRS 19292

Conference on the Application of Mathematical
Methods and Computers in Planning, 41 pp,
(pp 80-98).
JPRS 19296

No 4, 1963.
Synthetic Materials and the Structure of the
Raw Material Balance of Industry, by
E. Savinskiy, 16 pp, (pp 41-52).
JPRS 19699

Economic - Mathematical Methods and Problems
of Organizing Production, by G. Prudenskiy,
10 pp, (pp 121-126).

Theoretical Conference on the Problems of
Building a Communist Economy, by I. Nikiforov,
B. Rakitskiy, 14 pp, (pp 140-146).

The Coordination of Scientific Research in
Economics, by N. Linkun, A. Sokolovskiy, 10 pp,
(pp 152-156).

Pressing Problems Concerning the Economic
Effectiveness of Capital Investment and New
Technology, by A. Shuster, 10 pp, (pp 156-160).

New Requirements for Planning Shipments, by
V. A. Merkulov, S. A. Zemlyanikin, 14 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zheleznodorozhnuy Transport, No 2,
JPRS 19501
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Railroad Divisions -- The Basic Production Associations in Transport, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zheleznodorozhnyy Transport, No 2, 1963, pp 55-60. JPRS 19501

UKRAINIAN, bk, Kharkivs'ka Oblast', 1962, pp 13-17, 37-51, 63-71, 73-100. JPRS 19651

Selected Articles From the Ukrainian Periodical Ekon Radyans'koy Ukrainy.

No 1, 1963.
Basic Tasks in the Plan for the Development of the Ukrainian Economy in 1963, by P. Rozenko, 9 pp, (pp 11-17). JPRS 19194


Power System Development in the Western Ukraine, by B. Yaremchishin, 7 pp, (pp 70-74). JPRS 19319

For High Rates of Development of the Chemical Industry of the Ukrainian SSR, by H. Vilesov, 15 pp.

An Appeal to all Ukrainian Agricultural Workers to Raise Production, 12 pp.
UKRAINIAN, np, Pravda Ukrainy, 17 Mar 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 19156

Designing Equipment for Production of Plastic Glass Sheets, by P. Poznyak, 7 pp.
UKRAINIAN, per, Ukrayina, No 4, 1963, pp 20, 21. JPRS 19333
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kommunist.

No 6, 1963.


No 7, 1963.
Communism is a Highly Organized Society, 16 pp, (pp 3-11).


The International Basis of Soviet Literature, by V. Chalmayev, 14 pp, (pp 86-93).


Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Pravda.

20 Apr 1963, pp 2, 3.

23 Apr 1963, pp 2, 3.
CPSU Secretary Ponomarev's 27 April Speech, by B. N. Ponomarev, 19 pp.

21 May 1963, p 1.
The Strength of Science Lies in Its Steadfast Connection With Life, 5 pp.

26 May 1963, p 1.
Increase Vigilance and Expose the Schemes of the Imperialists, 5 pp.

28 May 1963, p 1.
The High Responsibility of the Primary Party Organization, 5 pp.

3 Jun 1963, p 1.
The Higher School and Technical Progress, 5 pp.

Study, Propagate and Organize, 5 pp.
USSR

Political (Contd)

The Political Situation Inside the USSR: A West German Analysis, by F. Barbieri, 7 pp.
CROATIAN, np, Vjesnik, 11 Apr 1963, p 3. JPRS 19588

The Political Situation Inside the USSR -- A French Analysis, by Jacques Michel, 7 pp.
FRENCH, np, France Observateur, No 677, 25 Apr 1963, pp 10, 11. JPRS 19176

Der Spiegel's Interview With Yevtushenko, 12 pp.
FRENCH, per, La Nouvelle Critique, No 142, 1963, pp 63-71. JPRS 19136

Wolfgang Leonhard Sees No Threat to Khrushchev, by Wolfgang Leonhard, 7 pp.
GERMAN, np, Die Zeit, No 16, 19 Apr 1963, p 4. JPRS 19136

Zhdanov's Shadow on Soviet Culture, by Lucio Libertini, 5 pp.
ITALIAN, np, Mondo Nouvo, No 7, 31 Mar 1963, pp 6, 7. JPRS 19136

Lenin's Path in the Revolutionary Struggle for Power, by Hoang Minh Thao, 9 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, No 4, 1963. JPRS 19202
USSR
Military

Armored Personnel Carriers, by M. G. Red'kin.
RUSSIAN, bk, Bronetranortery, 1961, pp 3-11, 12, 51-53; 69-80, Encl No 2 to R-378-61, GARMA, Moscow.

Privileges for Servicemen Discharged From the Army, by M. P. Karpushin.


Instructions for Registration of Private and Non-Com Reservists Liable for Active Duty.
RUSSIAN, bk, Rukovodstvo po Uchetu Voyennoboyzannykh Ryadovogo i Mladshego Nachal'stvu-Yushchego Sostava Zapase, 1940, pp 1-57.

RUSSIAN, rpt, Strelkovaya Rota v Nastuplenii, 1961, Encl No 1 to R-403-61.

Military Hygiene, by V. A. Spasskiy, V. A. Arkayev.

Military Radio Communications, by I. T. Peresypkin.
RUSSIAN, bk, Voyennaya Radiosvyaz, 1962, pp 3-299.

War and Human Resources, by P. V. Sokolov.

Airborne Landings in World War II, by G. P. Sofronov.
RUSSIAN, bk, Vozdushnyye Desanty vo Vtoroy Mirovoy Voyne, 1962, pp 3-45, 118-141.

Selected Articles From the Russian Newspaper Krasnaya Zvezda.


3 Nov 1962, p 2. Each Officer a Skilled Instructor, by V. A. Sudets, 5 pp.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Voyenno-Istoricheskiy Zhur, No 2, 1963.

A. The House of Pavlov -- A Symbol of Valor and Heroism of Soviet Soldiers, by V. Gurkin, 7 pp, (pp 48-54).


C. At the Outbreak of War Near Leningrad, by B. Bychevskiy, 11 pp, (pp 60-70).
USSR
Military (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Voyenno-Istoricheskiy Zhur, No 2, 1963. (Contd)

D. The Beginnings of a Military Career, by
G. Issorson, 6 pp, (pp 71-75).

E. Combat History of a Guards Division, by
V. Zhebelev, 6 pp, (pp 96-99).

F. Simple and Intelligible, by K. Cheromukhin,
5 pp, (pp 100-103).

G. The Military-Theroretical Heritage of
M. N. Tukhachevskiy, by Ya. Gorelik, 9 pp,
(pp 107-113).

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Voyennyye Znaniya.

No 7, 1962, pp 1, 2.
DOSAAF Civil Defense Training, by S. S. Shatilov,
6 pp.

Means of Group Protection, by I. Miroshnikov,
8 pp.

No 2, 1963.
Volunteer Rescue Workers, by O. Machinskiy,
6 pp, (pp 30, 31).

Devastating Effect of Nuclear Weapons, by
Yn. Lyandres, 7 pp, (pp 34, 35).

No 3, 1963.
Mass Defense Work Improvements, by A. Skvortsov,
6 pp, (pp 2, 3).

Harmful Effects of Chemical Weapons, by M. Shutov,
6 pp, (pp 33, 34).

No 4, 1963, pp 36-38.

Air Transport of Military Equipment.
CZECH, per, Kridla Vlasti, No 3, 1963, pp 76-78.

Naval Tactics and the Object of Examining Them,
by B. F. Petrov, 10 pp.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Morski, No 9, 1962, pp 3-11.
USSR
Geographic
Irtysh River, by N. Yanitskiy, 11 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Bol'shaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya,
Vol XXIX, 1935, pp 275-279. (Call No AE55 B69
v.29 Eng Tr)

Physical and Geographic Mapping, Part III, by
A. G. Isachenko.
RUSSIAN, bk, Fiziko-Geograficheskoye Kart-

Guidebook to the Caucasus Coastal Resorts, by
RUSSIAN, bk, Lazurnyy Bereg Kavkaza, 1962,
pp 9-41, 49-63, 120-134, 161, 162, 167-186,
190-240, 258-281.

Principles of Cartography, by D. A. Salishchev.
RUSSIAN, bk, Osnovy Kartovedeniya, Moscow, 1959,
176 pp.

Compilation and Editing of Maps, by V. V. Yegorov,
O. V. Sokolov, et al.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sostavleniye i Redaktirovaniye Kart,
238 pp.

Compilation and Editing of General Maps, by
V. I. Sykhov.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sostavleniye i Redaktirovaniye
Obshchegeograficheskikh Kart, 1957, pp 1-279.

Problems Associated With Developing Deserts, by
M. Petrov, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Pravda, 6 Oct 1962, p 2.

Tourist Map of the Lithuanian SSR, by L. Broga,
E. Danilyavichyus.
LITHUANIAN, bk, Lietuvos TSR Ruristinis Zemelapis,
USSR

Sociological

Educational Psychology in the USSR, by D. N. Bogoyavlenskiy.
RUSSIAN, bk, 283 pp.

Stanford Univ Press

Study of Contour Lines in High School, by F. M. Movchan.

*ACSI I-2679
ID 2235115
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Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Kommunist.

No 8, 1963.

Party-Mindedness in Ideology, 12 pp, (pp 3-10).

Historical Science in the Modern Era, by V. Khvostov, 12 pp, (pp 77-85).

Western Literature and Our Criticism, by L. Andreyov, Ya. Zasurskiy, 10 pp, (pp 86-93).


Komsomol Girl Reported Deceived by Foreign Student, by Arkadiy Sakhnin, 10 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Religiya, No 3, Apr 1965, pp 2-5.

The Church and the Common Market, by M. Dornich, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauka i Religiya, No 3, 1963, pp 34-40.

Prospects of Soviet Genetics, by Zh. Medvedev.
RUSSIAN, per, Neva, No 3, 1963, pp 165-175.

*USDA

Butchers in Cassocks, by I. El'son, 5 pp.
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Science in the Aid of Tobacco Production, by Nikola Donev, 9 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Bulgarski Tyutyun, No 3, 1963, pp 29-32.

New Wage Regulations for Bulgarian Industry, by S. Izrael, 5 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Byuletin NA TsS na PS v NRB, No 1, 1963, pp 13-17.

Instructions for Awarding Decorations and Bonuses for Continuous Employment in one Enterprise, by D. Davidov, A. Manolov, 7 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Durzhaven Vestnik, No 38, 14 May 1963, pp 1-3.

Water Sources and Their Use in the Period Until 1980, by Aleksandur Vasilov, 6 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Elektroenergiya, No 11, 1962, pp 2-4.

BULGARIAN, per, Finansi i Kredit, No 1, 1963, pp 9-20.

BULGARIAN, per, Finansi i Kredit, No 1, 1963, pp 53-56.
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Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical
Ikonomicheska Misul.

No 3, 1963.
Soviet Economic Assistance -- A Decisive Factor
in the Building of Socialism in Bulgarian, by
Grigor Popisakov, 21 pp, (pp 3-18.)

Certain Problems in the Financial-Credit System,
by Kiril Lazarov, 14 pp, (pp 19-30.)

Guaranteed Minimum Wages in the Cooperative
Farms, by Todor Popov, 26 pp, (pp 31-42.)

The Dressing of Bulgarian Coal and Its
Economic Importance, by Anna Tsvetkova, 21 pp,
(pp 56-67.)

The Economics of Public Poultry Raising, by
Viktor Bogdanov, 31 pp, (pp 81-95.)

The Consumption of Food Products, by
A. Dimitrov, G. Atanasova, 18 pp, (pp 109-116.)

The Work of the Vodskanalproek Institute For
Study and Design of Water-Supply and Sewer
Projects, by Tsuchu Tsachev, 7 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Khidrotekhnika i Molioratsiya,
No 2, 1963, pp 33, 34.

The Basic Tasks in Bulgarian Chemical Science,
According to the Directives of the VIII Congress
of the Bulgarian Communist Party, by B. Kurtov,
6 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Khimiya i Industrlya, No 1,
1963, pp 1, 2.

Fulfilling of the 1963 Plan for Agriculture,
9 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Mekhanizatsiya i Elektrifikatsiya
na Selsko Stapanstvo, Vol XV, No 1, 1963,
pp 1, 2.

Expansion of Mechanization in Vegetable and
Tobacco Production, 7 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Mekhanizatsiya i Elektrifikatsiya
na Selsko Stapanstvo, No 3, 1963, pp 1, 2.

Results of Complex Mechanization in Vegetable
Production, by Georgi Volchevski, 13 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Mekhanizatsiya i Elektrifikatsiya
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Tasks in Land Improvement: Construction, by Georgi Nachkov, 14 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Naruchnik na Agitatora, No 6, 7, Feb 1963, pp 42-56. JPRS 19689

Change in the Financing of Construction in TKZS, by Eugeni Mikhaylov, 8 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Otchetnost i Kontrol v Selskoto Stopanstvo, Vol VIII, No 2, 1963, pp 52-56. JPRS 19451

BULGARIAN, per, Otchetnost i Kontrol v Selskoto Stopanstvo, Vol VIII, No 2, 1963, pp 82-88. JPRS 19451

Improvement of Statistical Studies on Costs in TPK, by Dimitur Fratev, 19 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Planovo Stopanstvo i Statistika, No 4, 1963, pp 9-18. JPRS 19451

BULGARIAN, per, Planovo Stopanstvo i Statistika, No 4, 1963, pp 27-38. JPRS 19428

Coordination of Internal Khozraschet With Premium Systems in Bulgarian Industrial Enterprises, by Marin Dovzhiev, 15 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Planovo Stopanstvo i Statistika, No 4, 1963, pp 39-50. JPRS 19395

BULGARIAN, per, Pravna Misul, No 6, Nov-Dec 1962, pp 27-72. JPRS 19553

Communications Services and Revenues, 10 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Pttr Suobshcheniya, Vol XIV, No 2, 1963, pp 17-10. JPRS 19712

Standardization During 1963 and Its Impeding Tasks, by Ansen Mikhailov, 6 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Ratcionalizatsiya-Standardizatsiya, No 1, 1963, pp 1-3. JPRS 19382

BULGARIAN, per, Ratsionalizatsiya i Standartizatsiya, No 2, 1963, pp 28-34. JPRS 19410
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Types of Price Formation Violations, by
Aleksandur Tsukhlev, 7 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Schetovodstvo i Kontrol, No 1,

The Successful Fulfillment of the 1963 State
Budget, 9 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Schetovodstvo i Kontrol, No 10,
1962, pp 3-10.

Statement of Minister of Domestic Trade on
BULGARIAN, per, Sotsialisticheska Turgoviya,
Vol V, No 14, 10 Apr 1963, pp 1, 2.

Fulfillment of the Textile Industry Plan,
5 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Tekstilna Promishlenost, No 1,
1963, pp 1, 2.

The Prospects of the Textile Industry up to
BULGARIAN, per, Tekstilna Promishlenost,

Manpower Problems in the Future, by
Punyot Kolarov, 12 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Trud i Tsoni, No 10, 1962,
pp 7-17.

Material Interest as an Incentive for Improving
Production Quality, by Petur Naydenov, 13 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Trud i Tsoni, No 10, 1962,

Perfecting Monetary Remuneration for Animal
Husbandry Work in TKZS, by Yagodinka Stofanova,
12 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Trud i Tsoni, No 10, Dec 1962,
pp 62-68.

The National Conference on the 1963 Foreign
Trade Goals, 6 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Vunshna Turgoviya, No 4, 1963,
pp 1-3.

Certain Questions in the Exporting of Bulgarian
Electrical Products, by Georgi Yanev, 5 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Vunshna Turgoviya, No 4, 1963,
pp 4-6.
Introduction of Speed Signals in Bulgarian Railroad Transportation, by Tsvetan Georgiev, 15 pp.


BULGARIAN, per, Zhivotnovudstvo, Vol XVII, No 3, 1963, pp 1, 2.

Some Problems in Sheep Raising, by Tseno Khinkovski, 17 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Zhivotnovudstvo, No 3, 1963, pp 40-45.

Economic Indices Obtained in Yugoslav Power Economy, by Gvido Preci, 10 pp.

CROATIAN, per, Elektroprivreda, Vol XVI, No 1, 1963, pp 7-29.

Production of High-Quality Batteries, by Ivan Pifer, 13 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Elektrotehnika, No 4, 1963, pp 693-697.

Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical Finansije.
Problems of Monetary Stock in Yugoslavia, by Dimitrije Dimitrijevic, 16 pp, (pp 477-489.)

Economic Integration and Problems of Computation of Contributions From Incomes of Economic Organizations, by Milorad Drenjanin, 12 pp, (pp 493-502.)

Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical Finansije. (Contd)

No 12, 1962.
Development of the Economy in 1962, 21 pp, (pp 533-548.)

Significance of the Changes in Taxation of Citizens, 20 pp, (pp 549-566.)

The Effect of Taxing the Turnover of Products, by Bozidar Jelic, 13 pp, (pp 566-577.)

Selected Articles From the Croatian Periodical Jugoslovenski Pregled.

No 1, 1963.
The Development of Property Relations, 25 pp, (pp 1-8.)


No 2, 1963.
Republic Social Plans for 1963, 16 pp, (pp 63-67.)

Dynamics of Labor Productivity in Industry, 8 pp, (pp 68-70.)

No 3, 1963.
General Policy in Socio-Economic Relations and Self-Management in 1962, 22 pp, (pp 97-103.)

The Economy in 1962, 12 pp, (pp 111-117.)

The Development of the Economy in 1958-1962, 20 pp, (pp 118-124.)
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Reduction of Tax Rates -- A Measure for Proper Taxing of Private Artisans, by M. Djobabic, 14 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Nova Administracija, No 1, 1963, pp 16-24. JPRS 19553

CROATIAN, per, Nova Administracija, No 1, 1963, pp 24-33. JPRS 19553

CROATIAN, per, Nova Administracija, No 1, 1963, pp 34-36. JPRS 19553

CROATIAN, per, Proglad, No 1, 2, 1963, pp 42-54. JPRS 19570

Self Administration in Economic Units, by Vojin Hadzisterich, 26 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Socijalizam, Vol VI, No 1, 1963, pp 39-74. JPRS 19382

CROATIAN, per, Tehnika, No 3, 1963, pp 405-409. JPRS 19190

Foreign Trade in the Past and Its Prospects, by Leon Rip, 12 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Tehnika, No 3, 1963, pp 410-415. JPRS 19189

Information on Development of Production, 5 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Tehnika, No 3, 1963, pp 528A-528B. JPRS 19190

CROATIAN, per, Vesnik Jugoslovenske Investicione Banke, No 72, 1962, pp 3, 4. JPRS 19190
Eastern Europe
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World Trade and the Underdeveloped Countries,
6 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Vesnik Jugoslovenske Investicione
Banke, No 72, 1962, pp 16, 17.

Effect of New Measures in Material Incentive
on Financial Methodology in 1963, by
Ladislav Roubal, 14 pp.
CZECHI, per, Finance a Uver, No 1, 1963,

Selected Articles From the Czech Periodical
Hospodarske Noviny.

No 15, 12 Apr 1963, p 3.
Economic Analysis and the Seven-Year Plan,
by Jaroslav Dupal, 11 pp.

No 15-17, Apr 1963, p 7.
A New Stage of International Economic
Cooperation, 29 pp.

No 16, 19 Apr 1963.
From Industry to Agriculture, by Zdenek Novotny,
6 pp, (p 3.)

Problems of Material Interest in MTS, by
Karel Kratoska, 5 pp, (p 3.)

State and Economic Organs of the CSSR,
8 pp, (pp 4, 5.)

VIF Communications in Air Transportation, by
Karol Zavodsky, 11 pp.
CZECHII, per, Leticky Obzor, No 12, 1962,
pp 390-392.

For Further Increase of Efficiency in the Use
of Lubricants in the Czechoslovak Economy,
5 pp.
CZECHI, per, Ropa a Uhle, No 6, 1962.
pp 161-163.

Some Problems Related the Geographical
Distribution on Industrial Plants and Manpower,
by M. Vojer, 15 pp.
CZECHI, per, Statistika a Kontrola, 1963,
pp 103-112.

Complex Mechanized Brigades and Groups on
State Farms, 5 pp.
CZECHI, per, Statni Statky, Vol VI, No 4, 1963.
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Organization of Complex Mechanized Brigades and Groups on State Farms, 8 pp.

Socialist Legality To Be Maintained in the Setting of Wage Forms, by Erhard Paetzold,
11 pp.
GERMAN, per, Arbeit und Arbeitsrecht, No 6, 1963, pp 133-137.

The Years Veb Baugrund Construction Site, Berlin, by Bauing, Walter Uebelhack, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Bauplanung-Bautechnik, No 4, 1963, pp 157-159.

New Type-Projects for the 1964-1970 Long-Range Plan for Construction, by Richard Paulick,
13 pp.
GERMAN, per, Bauzeitung, No 3, 1963, pp 128-130.


GERMAN, per, Deutsche Agrartechnik, No 5, 1963, pp 195, 196.

Czechoslovak Motor Locomotives Built by CKD, by Ladislav Krojsa, 10 pp.

Development of Railroad Transportation After the Sixth SED Party Congress, by J. Kolbaske,
13 pp.

New East German Railroad Passenger Cars, by Ralf Wilke, 14 pp.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Eisenbahntechnik, No 4, 1963, pp 140-143.

International Socialist Division of Labor and Transportation Costs, by Heinz Kleinert, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Deutsche Finanzwirtschaft, No 6, 1963, pp 10-12.

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Die Deutsche Landwirtschaft.

No 4, 1963.
Missions, Direction, and Goals of Agricultural Science Following the Sixth SED Congress, by J. Noeckler, 18 pp, (pp 153-156.)

Missions in Crop Farming Following the Sixth SED Congress, by K. Rauhe, 17 pp, (pp 156-159.)

No 5, 1963.
Final Considerations for Agricultural Science in The Area of Crop Farming as a Result of the Evaluations of the Sixth Party Congress, by K. Rauhe, 9 pp, (pp 216-219.)

Reduction of Hand Work in Sugar Beet Cultivation, Based on the Most Recent Experiences, by W. Wilhelm, 11 pp, (pp 221-224.)

Results and Experiences Involving Field Spray Irrigation in 1962, by F. Klatt, 9 pp, (pp 227-230.)

Chemical Weed Control in Potatoes, by R. Burghausen, 8 pp, (pp 230-233.)

Chemical Weed Control in Lupine Seed Cultivation, by J. Lange, K. Kuenkel, 6 pp, (pp 233-236.)

GERMAN, per, Einheit, No 2, 1963, pp 37-46.

The Economic System of Planning and Management and the Tasks of the Political Economy of Socialism, 17 pp.
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Introduction of Semi-Automatic International Long-Distance Telephone Communication in East Germany, by H. Raeder, 8 pp. GERMAN, per, Der Fernmelde-Praktiker, No 3, 1963, pp 49-54. JPRS 19188

Information of Self-Service Stores, by Margot Muennich, Erich Lange, 25 pp. GERMAN, per, Der Handel, No 3, 1963, pp 101-105. JPRS 19428


Reconstruction of the Rumanian Railways, 6 pp. GERMAN, per, Markt Informationen, No 12, 23 Mar 1963, pp 5, 6. JPRS 19188

Designation and Location of the East German Customs Offices, 10 pp. GERMAN, per, Marktinformationen fuer Industrie und Aussenhandel der DDR, 20 Apr 63, pp 11, 12. JPRS 19570

East German-Italian Long-Term Commodity Exchange Agreement, 12 pp. GERMAN, per, Marktinformationen fuer Industrie und Aussenhandel der DDR, 20 Apr 63, pp 11, 12. JPRS 19570

The Practical Application of Longtime Values, by P. Bettziehe. GERMAN, per, Mitteilungen der Vereinigung der Grosskesselsbesitzer, No 81, Dec 1962, pp 416-422. *BISI 3274
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Fifteenth Anniversary of Wilhelm Florin Steel and Rolling Mill, Hennigsdorf, by Kurt Fellcht, 10 pp.
GERMAN, per, Neue Hütte, No 3, 1963, pp 154-159. JPRS 19528

GERMAN, per, Neue Hütte, Vol VIII, No 4, 1963, pp 244-246. JPRS 19481

Material Interest -- Core of the New Economic System of Planning and Management, by Guenter Mittag, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, Neues Deutschland, 25 Apr 1963, p 5. JPRS 19452

East Bloc Shipping as Part of World Traffic, by Wolfgang Pfeifer, 10 pp.
GERMAN, per, Oesterreichische Osthafte, No 2, 1963, pp 122-129. JPRS 19549


GERMAN, per, Presse-Informationen, No 36, 25 Mar 1963, pp 2, 3. JPRS 19266

Fulfillment of the Economically Important Construction Projects, by Heinz Uhlemann, 5 pp.
GERMAN, per, Presse-Informationen, No 44, 1963, pp 5, 6. JPRS 19422

New Approaches to Joint Work of Industry and Foreign Trade, by Werner Thieme, 5 pp.
GERMAN, per, Presse-Informationen, No 45, 1963, pp 4, 5. JPRS 19513
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Selected Articles From the German Periodical Seeverkehr.

Improved Cooperation, Prerequisite for Good 1963 Plan Fulfillment in the Seaports, by G. Wahrer, 5 pp.

No 3, 1963.
Highest Scientific-Technical Level in Sea Transportation, by H. Zwer, H. V. Schifahr, 6 pp, (pp 3, 4.)

Data on the Diesol Cargo Liner M. S. Bussard, by G. Freiberg, 9 pp, (pp 9-12.)

Problems of the DSR’s Scheduled Shipping Service, by Wassmann, 12 pp, (pp 13-17.)

Ice Conditions in the Sea Ports of the Baltic and in Adjoining Areas, by R. Lauber, 15 pp, (pp 21-25.)

New Construction of Ocean-Going Vessels in the German Democratic Republic Shipyards, by G. Seidler, 9 pp, (pp 9-11.)

GERMAN, per, Signal und Schiene, No 3, 1963, pp 78-81.

Railroad Tie Replacement Machine DR, Type FV Blandenburg/Harz, by G. Stier, 8 pp.

Cooperative Democracy and the Increase in the Responsibility of the LPGS in the State and in Society During the Extensive Building of Socialism, by Rainier Arlt, 56 pp.
GERMAN, per, Sozialistische Demokratie, No 17, 26 Apr 1963.

GERMAN, per, Stat und Recht, No 4, 1963, pp 663-673.
Applications of the Lessons From the Sixth Party Congress in the State Central Administration for Statistics, 17 pp.
GERMAN, per, Statistische Praxis, No 3, 1963, pp 57-64.

The Most Important Conclusions for Industrial Statistics Resulting From the Sixth Party Congress, by Wolfgang Haacke, 12 pp.
GERMAN, per, Statistische Praxis, No 4, 1963, pp 85-89.

The State Contract Court to Concentrate on Solution of Key Projects, by Manfred Enzmann, 5 pp.
GERMAN, per, Vertragssystem, No 3, 1963, pp 65, 66.

The V 180 Diesel Hydraulic Locomotive, by C. Schwerin, 13 pp.
GERMAN, per, Die Werkstatt, No 3, 1963, pp 81-86.

Cybernetics and Economy, by Johannes Behr, 19 pp.
GERMAN, per, Wirtschaftswissenschaft, No 3, 1963, pp 327-343.

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Z der Organisation fuer die Zusammenarbeit der Eisenbahnen OSShD.
Vol VI, No 1, 1963.
OSShD Work Connected With the Creation of a Uniform European Center Bumper Coupling, by L. P. Malkowitsch, H. Förstel, 23 pp, (pp 1-6.)

Automation Problems of the Hungarian Railroad Teletype Network, by Mihaly Rago, 13 pp, (pp 12-14.)

Information on the Preparation of Uniform Norms for the Construction of Motor Vehicles, by G. Thiele, 7 pp, (pp 21, 22.)

Information on the Work of the OSShD Commissions, 33 pp, (pp 23-29.)
The Tasks of the UIC and the OSZhD in the Development of Railroad Rolling Stock, by Lajos Kullmann, 15 pp. HUNGARIAN, per, Jarmuvek, Mesogazdasagi Gepek, Vol X, No 4, 1963, pp 121-126. JPRS 19712


The Effects of the 10 December 1961 Price Fixing on the Sale of Foodstuffs, by Gyula Kainor, Denes Kovacs, 10 pp. HUNGARIAN, per, Statisztikai Szemle, No 3, 1962, pp 272-279. JPRS 19239


Production of New Products Started in 1962 by the Chemical Synthesis Industry, 5 pp. POLISH, per, Chemil, No 1, 1963, pp 30, 31. JPRS 19508

Changes in the Purchasing Power of Money in a Socialist Economy, by Bronislaw Minc, 11 pp. POLISH, per, Ekonomista, No 1, 1963, pp 3-10. JPRS 19190

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Finanse.

No 2, 1963.
Accumulation--Theoretical or Actual?, by Stefan Bolland, 11 pp, (pp 1-8).


The Organization of Internal Supervision in the Enterprise, by Tadeusz Kosacz, 9 pp, (pp 58-64).

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Gospodarka Planowa.

No 3, 1963, pp 54-57.
Output of Small Farms and Problems of Growth, by Karol Smolenski, 8 pp.

No 4, 1963.
Seasonal Characteristics of the Polish Economy, by Natalia Swidzinska, 15 pp, (pp 14-21.)

Evolution of the Principles for Managing the National Economy of Socialist Countries, by Adam Zwass, 14 pp, (pp 32-37.)

Machine and Equipment Export Problems, by Brunon Doweyko, 6 pp, (pp 45-48.)

Fish Industry in 1962, 7 pp.
POLISH, per, Gospodarka Rybna, Vol XV, No 3(141), 1963, pp 21-23.

POLISH, per, Gospodarka Wodna, Vol XVIII, No 1, 1958, pp 13-18. 9206576

Changes in the Supply and Demand for Agricultural Products, by Janusz Los, 34 pp.
POLISH, per, Handel Wewntrzny, No 1, Jan-Feb 1963, pp 3-13.
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Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Handel Zagraniczny.

No 2, 3, 1963, pp 51-54.  
Poland's Foreign Trade in 1962, by  
Jan Niegowski, 6 pp.  

No 4, 1963.  
Cooperation Between Foreign Trade and the  
Food Industry, by Antoni Plominski, 9 pp,  
(pp 112-115.)

Export of Products of Animal Origin, by  
Jaroslaw Litwinowicz, 8 pp, (pp 126-128.)

Export Production Privileges, by  
Stanislaw Gruzewski, 7 pp, (pp 132-135.)

Order of the Day -- Specialization, by  
Henryk Weber, 5 pp, (pp 142, 143.)

Theoretical and Practical Possibilities to  
Increase the Output of the Steel Wire Patenting  
Process, by Z. Steininger.
POLISH, per, Hutnik, Mar 1961, pp 85-91.  

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Inżynieria i Budownictwo.

No 2, 1963, pp 76-78.  
Properties of Construction Pulice Aggregates  
Produced in Poland, by Jan Oleszkiewicz,  
Zbigniew Pioniazek, 6 pp.

The Construction and the Investment Plans,  
63 pp.

No 4, 1963.  
Prospects for the Development of Lenin  
Metallurgical Plant, by Stanislaw Kawinski,  
8 pp, (pp 13-16.)

Cooperative Housing Construction in 1958-1962,  
by Henryk Dabkowski, 24 pp, (pp 17-21.)
Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Mechanik.

No 2, 1963. Czechoslovak Cylindrical Center-Type Grinding Machines, by Tadeusz Budaszewski, 8 pp. (pp 67-69.)

New Types of Hungarian Machine Tools, by A. Sztaerjko, 5 pp. (pp 73-75.)

Mechanization and Automation of Heat Treatment Processes in Poland, by Stanislaw Jablonski, 7 pp. (pp 91, 92.)


POLISH, per, Mechanizacja Rolnictwa, No 7, 1963, pp 4-7.


Results and Trends in Exploration for Oil and Gas in CEEA Countries, by Ludwik Bednarz, 8 pp.

Rock-Bit Production, by Jozef Olszewski, 9 pp.

POLISH, per, Nafta, No 3, 1963, pp 72-77.

Shortcomings in Railroad Transportation, by Jozef Olszewski, 37 pp.
POLISH, per, Nowe Drogi, No 4, 1963, pp 81-95.

From Bookkeeping to Mathematics, by Oskar Lange, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Polityka, No 11, 1963, pp 1, 4, 5.

POLISH, per, Polityka, No 17, 27 Apr 63, p 1-3.
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Development of Mechanization and Automation in Cast Iron Smelting Divisions in Poland, by Marian Kaminski, 8 pp.


Conclusions Resulting From the 1962 Feed Situation, by Franciszek Klocck, 13 pp.


POLISH, per, Przeglad Kolejowy Mechaniczny, No 2, 1963, pp 33-36.

Timetable for Passenger Trains for 1963/64, by Ignacy Gryzal, 30 pp.

Railroad Cargo Damages and Losses, by Franciszek Doczekal, 16 pp.

### Eastern Europe Economic (Contd)

#### Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Przegląd Techniczny.

- **No 10, 1963, pp 1, 4.**
  - Paper Situation in Poland, by H. Pawlowski, 5 pp.
  
  - **JPRS 19266**

- **No 11, 17 Mar 1963, p 4.**
  - Development of Specialized Repair Bases in Industry, by Hubert Pabijanek, 5 pp.
  
  - **JPRS 19380**

- **No 13, 1963, pp 1, 3.**
  
  - **JPRS 19428**

- **No 14, 7 Apr 1963, pp 1, 3.**
  
  - **JPRS 19443**

- **No 15, 1963, pp 1, 4.**
  - Linear Programming for Production and Transportation, by Izabella Kudrycka, 14 pp.
  
  - **JPRS 19428**

- **No 17, 1963.**
  - Slovnaft Refinery in Czechoslovakia, by Mirosław Kowalewski, 5 pp, (pp 4, 6.)
  
  - **JPRS 19443**

  - Export Responsibilities of Heavy Industry, by Stanisław Gruzewski, 6 pp, (p 6.)
  
  - **JPRS 19481**

- **Government Acquisition of Real Estate Part II,**
  - by Jadwiga Golawska, 14 pp.
  - POLISH, per, Przegląd Ustawodawstwa, No 4, 1963, pp 102-106.
  
  - **JPRS 19511**

- **Regulation of Material Economy by the Chemical Industry,**
  - by Stanisław Milczanowski, 13 pp.
  - POLISH, per, Przemysł Chemiczny, No 1, 1963, pp 1-4.
  
  - **JPRS 19411**

- **Polish Chemical Industry and Foreign Trade,**
  - by Antoni Poniatowski, 8 pp.
  
  - **JPRS 19411**

- **1963 Goals of the Chemical Industry,**
  - by Apolinary Kocicki, 5 pp.
  
  - **JPRS 19411**
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POLISH, per, Przemysl Spozywczy, No 2, 1963, pp 7-16.

Profitability of Domestic Exploitation of Zinc and Lead Ores, by Jacek Dembowski, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Rudy i Metale Niezelazne, No 3, 1963, pp 107-110.

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Syglny.
No 10, 10 Mar 1963, pp 1, 2.

No. 11, 17 Mar 1963, p 1.
New Wage Rate for Railroad Workers, by Bugeniusz Grochal, 11 pp.

No 12, 24 Mar 1963.
Comments on Wage Increase for Railroad Workers, 7 pp, (p 1.)
Joint Polish-German Railroad Border Stations, by Stanislaw Budryk, 5 pp, (p 1, 3.)


Ways of Saving Electric Power by Rolling Mill, by Zbigniew Missala, 6 pp.
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Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Wiadomosci Narodowego Banku Polskiego.

No 3, 1963.
Accounts Plan of the Agricultural Bank, by Kazimierz Niemski, 27 pp, (pp 123-128.) JPRS 19628

Investment Requirements in Black Coal Mining Industry, by Jerzy Lasocki, 11 pp, (pp 129-132.) JPRS 19529

No 4, 1963.

New Proposals for Credit Extension to Rural Areas in 1963, by Tadeusz Wyszomirski, 9 pp, (pp 157-160.) JPRS 19767

Investment Implementation Problems in Black Coal Mining Industry, by Jerzy Lasocki, 9 pp, (pp 160-163.) JPRS 19529

Comments on the Multiclearing System Among CEMA Countries, by Zygmunt Karpinski, 7 pp, (pp 167-169.) JPRS 19827

POLISH, per, Wiadomosci Statystyczne, No 1, 1963, p 4-9. JPRS 19774

New Equipment Produced by Telstra Teletechnical Plants in Poland, by Stanislav Stachiowsk, 7 pp.
POLISH, per, Wiadomosci Telekominicyjne, Vol III, No 2, 1963. JPRS 19266

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Wies Wspolczesna.

No 3, 1963.
Green Light for Building Investments in Agriculture, by Zdzislaw Witebski, 18 pp, (pp 41-47.) JPRS 19304

Changes in Housing Situation of Polish Rural Population 1950-1960, by Andrzej Stasiak, 29 pp, (pp 46-61.) JPRS 19304
Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Wies Wspolczesna. (Contd)

No 3, 1963.
An Attempt to Appraise Demand for Fertilizers in Light of the Reserves in Rural Commune Cooperative Warehouses, by Zygmunt Kozlowski, Jacek Pilitowski, 21 pp, (pp 62-72.) JPRS 19304

Mineral Fertilizers in Polish Agriculture Today and in Perspective, by Boguslaw Szerszen, 17 pp, (pp 73-79.) JPRS 19313

Directions of Financial Aid for Agriculture in 1963, 17 pp, (pp 121-126.) JPRS 19313

No 4, 1963, pp 143-146.

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Zycie Gospodarcze.

No 11, 1963, pp 1, 6.

No 12, 1963.
Suggestions for Improvement of Fuel Economy, by M. Rakowski, S. Wengiercw, 7 pp, (p 3.) JPRS 19191

The Economy of Cema Countries in 1962, by Adam Zwass, 7 pp, (p 7.) JPRS 19379

No 13, 1963.
Indispensable Experiment; on Feed Production, by W. Krusicki, M. Rakowski, 8 pp, (p 3.) JPRS 19344

Transformation of Water and Forest Economy, by Stanisław Sowinski, 5 pp, (pp 5, 6.)

No 15, 1963.
On the Development of Agricultural Circles(V); Basis for Further Development, by Mieczysław Mieszczankowski, 23 pp, (pp 1, 8.) JPRS 19557

Allocation of Technical Progress Fund, by Stanisław Werewka, 6 pp, (p 3.) JPRS 19511
Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical *Zycie Gospodarcze*.  (Contd)

JPRS 19557

No 16, 1963.  
Presentation of National Income, by Mieczyslaw Kucharski, 9 pp, (pp 1, 4.)  
JPRS 19774

International Specialization in Production, by Zygmunt Keh, 5 pp, (pp 1, 7.)  
JPRS 19827

On the Vegetable Market; Sources of Stagnation, by Jan Zohaluk, 9 pp, (p 4.)  
JPRS 19767

Expansion of Production for Export, 7 pp, (p 5.)  
JPRS 19827

No 18, 1963, pp 1, 7.  
On the Development of Agricultural Circles (VI); Immediate Prospects, by Mieczyslaw Mieszczankowski, 34 pp.  
JPRS 19767

JPRS 19360

For a Continuous Enlargement of the Collective Farms, by Cherughe Moldovan, 7 pp.  
JPRS 19717

Large Reserves for Raising the Per-hectare Yield at State Farms, by Eugen Jianu, 8 pp.  
JPRS 19717
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RUMANIAN, per, Constructorul, Vol XV, No 691, Apr 1963, pp 1, 2.

RUMANIAN, per, Constructorul, Vol XV, No 693, Apr 1963, pp 1, 3.

Technical and Economic Indicators of the Economic Effectiveness of Investments, 9 pp.

Reduction and Elimination of Losses Resulting From Rejects, by Vasile M. Popescu, 5 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Evidenta Contabila, No 3, 1963, pp 24-27.

Selected Articles From the Rumanian Periodical Finante si Credit.

No 1, 1963
Planning of Cost Price as an Efficient Method for Mobilizing Enterprise Reserves, by C. Cacicopol, V. Scrofan, 27 pp, (pp 54-63.)

Methods for Improvement of Financing, Crediting and Discounting, by Radu Ciurileanu, Octavian Lintaru, 29 pp, (pp 64-74.)

Importance of the New Trade Rebates Surcharges, by G. Gavrilescu, 12 pp.

No 3, 1963.
The Application of Mathematical Methods in Finance, by I. Measnicov, 11 pp, (pp 25-32.)

Cybernetics in the State Bank, by Tiberiu Arsenovici, 10 pp, (pp 33-41.)

JPRS 19641
JPRS 19641
JPRS 19535
JPRS 19190
JPRS 19188
JPRS 19729
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RUMANIAN, per, Gradina, Via si Livada, Vol XII, No 4, 1963, pp 3-10. JPRS 19602

Technical Control -- An Important Factor in Obtaining High-Quality Food Products, by N. Vlad, 7 pp.

Important Actions for the Improvement of Pisciculture, by I. Alexandrescu, 6 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Industria Alimentara, Vol X, No 11, 1962, pp 331-333. JPRS 19473

RUMANIAN, per, Industria Alimentara, Vol X, No 11, 1962, pp 333-337. JPRS 19473

Achievements of the Leather, Glass, and Household Goods Industries During the First Three Years of the Six-Year Plan, 7 pp.

Production of Household Glassware in Rumania, by Alexandru Patrascu, 8 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Industria Usoara, Vol X, 1963, pp 105-108. JPRS 19629

RUMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, No 3, 1963, pp 3-14. JPRS 19422

RUMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, No 4, 1963, pp 13-25. JPRS 19529

RUMANIAN, np, Muncă, Vol XIX, No 4771, Mar 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 19266

The Need for Careful Management of Forest Resources, by L. Negrea, 9 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Muncitorul Forester, Vol XV, No 467, 14 Mar 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 19080
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Achievements in Rumanian Foreign Trade During the First Years of the Six-Year Plan, by V. Cucu, 12 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Natura, Vol XV, No 2, Mar-Apr 63, pp 18-26.

Development of Industry in the Regions of Rumania During the People's Regime, by G. Tanase, 12 pp.


RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Vol XVI, No 3, 1963, pp 3-16.


Rhythmic Fulfillment of the Production Plan, by Gh. Raboaca, 14 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Vol XVI, No 3, 1963, pp 32-44.

Characteristic Features of the New Local Freight Rates of the Rumanian Railroads, by Nicodim Holdevici, 8 pp.
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Analyzing Foreign Trade With the Aid of Linear Programming, by I. Nadojde, I. Negura, 14 pp. 

Some Methodological Problems Concerning Indicators of the Final Utilization of the National Income, 
by S. Dinculescu, V. Dumitrescu, 13 pp. 
RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Statistica, Vol XII, No 2, 1963, pp 71-78.


Expansions of Industrial Methods by the IASI Regional Construction Trust, by Tudor Pantelii, Ion Ghita, 5 pp. 
RUMANIAN, por, Scinteia, Vol XXXII, No 5859, 11 Apr 1963, pp 1, 5.

Great Possibilities for Reducing the Specific Consumption of Mining Wood, by Eugen Matyas, 5 pp. 
RUMANIAN, np, Scinteia, 1 Mar 1963, pp 1, 2.

Acceleration in the Turnover Rate of Circulating Funds, by Julian Vacarel, 5 pp. 
RUMANIAN, np, Scinteia, 10 Mar 1963, pp 1, 2.


Calculation of Cost Prices for Telecommunication Services, by Ion Constantinescu, 7 pp. 
Eastern Europe

Economic (Contd)


The Problem of Agricultural Organization at Commune Level, by Veceslav Pavlek, 36 pp.

Development of the Yugoslav Economy, 8 pp.
SERBOCROATIAN, per, Ekomska Politika, 13 Apr 1963, pp 444-446.


Correct Contracting in Capital Construction, by Bozidar Furundzic, 16 pp.

Selected Articles From the Serbo-Croatian Periodical Jugoslovenski Pregled.

No 1, 1963.
Passenger Transportation, 25 pp, (pp 15-18.) JPRS 19206

Production Costs of Wheat, Corn, and Sugar Beets on Socialized Farms, 49 pp, (pp 19-26.) JPRS 19383

Housing and Communal Activity in 1962, 11 pp.
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The New Organization of the Yugoslav Port Administration Service, by Lucijan Kos, 21 pp.


Selected Articles From the Serbocroatian Periodical Poljoprivreda i Zadrugarstvo.
Economic Implications of Modernizing Agriculture, by Vladimir Stipetic, 31 pp, (pp 3-13.)


Demographic Characteristics of the Agricultural Population, 8 pp, (pp 58-61.)

The Administration of Agricultural Cooperatives under the Present Conditions of Their Development, by Borislav Radovanovic, 27 pp.


Eastern Europe
Economic (Contd)

Law on the Organization of the Yugoslav Railroad, 63 pp.

SERBOCROATIAN, per, Sluzbeni List Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavije, No 13, 3 Apr 63, pp 221-225.

Hauling Problems on Railroads, 8 pp.
SERBOCROATIAN, per, Tehnika, Vol XVIII, No 4, 1963, pp 760a-760b.


Problems of Determining and Distributing Revenue in Railway Enterprises, by Djordje Jovanovic, 39 pp.

Political

The Revolution Road -- The Only Road Which Leads to Victory, by Ndrueci Plasari, 14 pp.

Always Vigilant in Guarding the Victories Won in Building Socialism in the Country, by Rexhep Kolli, 11 pp.

Instructions Governing the Convening of Accountability and Election Meetings and Conferences of the Trade Union Organs and Organizations, 5 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Byuletin na Tsentralniya Suvet na Profesionalnite Suyuzi v Narodna Republika Bulgariya, No 1, 1963, pp 20-22.
Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical
Filosofska Misul.

No 1, 1963.
Features of the Shaping of the New Man, by Stoyan Mikhaylov, 16 pp, (pp 16-28). JPRS 19450

Concerning the Legally-Concorkant Decisive Leading Role of the Communist Party, by Todor Vulov, 18 pp, (pp 29-43). JPRS 19450

Some Problems Concerning the Character and Role of Contradictions in a Socialist Society, by V. Dobriyanov, 16 pp, (pp 70-80). JPRS 19450

The Role of the New Party Statutes and the Activities of the Bulgarian Communist Party in Revolutionary Transformation, by Yordan Tonchev, 14 pp, (pp 114-125). JPRS 19366

Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical Partien Zhivot.

No 4, 1963.
Brisk, Specific, and Operational Guidance of Okrug Newspapers, by Ivan Vulov, 9 pp, (pp 11-18). JPRS 19795

Complete Application of the Knowledge and Experience of Specialists, by Vasil Ficherov, Dimitur Vakaralski, 7 pp, (pp 19-23). JPRS 19795

Successful Completion of the Party School Year, 7 pp, (pp 65-69). JPRS 19795

No 5, 1963.
Development Toward the All-People's State and Further Improvement in Socialist Democracy, by Lyuben Vasilev, 13 pp, (pp 9-19). JPRS 19795

The Obshchina Party Committee and the Administrative Council of the Farm Workers' Cooperative, by Potko Fusov, Dimitur Stanoev, 12 pp, (pp 20-28).
Eastern Europe
Political (Contd)

Biographic Data on Academician Lyubomir Chakalov
by Lyubomir Iliev, 8 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Spisanie na Bulgarskata
Akademiya na Naukite, Vol VII, No 4, Oct-Dec 1962,
pp 50-57.

What Has Been Achieved, What Needs to be Done,
32 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Rad, No 16, 13 Apr 1963, 32 pp.

A Yugoslav View of Coexistence, by Z. Kristl,
6 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Vjesnik, 1-2 May 1963, p 7.

Some Problems Concerning Scientific Elaboration
of Recent History, 6 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Vjesnik, 5 May 1963, p 6.

Yugoslavia is Indeed A Workers' State, by
M. Derval, 6 pp.
FRENCH, per, LInternationale, No 137, May 63,
pp 7.

The East German Constitution, 30 pp.
GERMAN, brochure, Die Verfassung der Deutschen
Demokratischen Republik, 1962.

Selected Articles From the German Periodical
Gesetzblatt der Deutschen Demokratischen
Republik, Part II.

No 20, 1963, pp 139-142.
Decree on Disaster Prevention and Control

No 22, 1963, pp 159-162.
Decree on Real Estate Dealings, 9 pp.

No 30, 1963.
First Implementing Directive on the Decree
on Real Estate Dealings of 22 March 1963,
5 pp. (pp 201, 202).

Order on the Decree on Real Estate Dealings
Eastern Europe
Political (Contd)

GERMAN, per, Osteuropa, No 4, 1963, pp 237-248. JPRS 19795

State Arbitration in Bulgaria, by Tsivkov Stalev, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Vertragssystem, Vol VII, No 3, 1963, pp 75-78. JPRS 19260

INDONESIAN, np, Harian Rakjat, 19 Apr 1963, p 1. JPRS 19539

RUMANIAN, np, Contemporanul, No 14(860), 2 Apr 63, p 5. JPRS 19172

Cybernetics and Thought, by Ileana Marculescu, 20 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, No 3, 1963, pp 48-61. JPRS 19172

RUMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, Vol XLIII, No 3, 1963, pp 62-72. JPRS 19187

A Conversation With University Professor Dr. Jean Livescu, Rector of Bucharest University, 7 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Presa Noastra, No 2, 1963, pp 18-21. JPRS 19260

Progress of Rumanian Science in the Years of the People's Rule, by Stefan Milcu, 7 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Stiinta si Tehnica, Vol XV, No 3, 1963, pp 3-5. JPRS 15309

Association of Young People of Jugoslavia, 21 pp.
SERBIAN, per, Jugoslovenski Pregled, No 2, 1963, pp 57-62. JPRS 19672
Eastern Europe

Political (Contd)

SERBOCROATIAN, per, Narodna Milicija, No 2, 1963, pp 1-16.

SERBOCROATIAN, per, Sluzbeni List Fnrj, No 13, Apr 1963, pp 252-256.

Military

Selected Articles From the Bulgarian Periodical Narodna Armija.

19 Feb 1961.
Modern Jet Aircraft, by Lilo Lilov, 7 pp.

Cruise-Type Missiles, by Lilo Lilov, 5 pp.

30 Jan 62.
Trends in the Development of Rocket Fuels and Oxidizers, by Lilo Lilov, 7 pp.

12 May 1963, p 2.

BULGARIAN, np, Patriot, No 16, 18 Apr 1963, pp 2, 3.

Decree on Proclamation of the Law on War Military Invalids, 38 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Sluzbeni List Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavije, No 13, 3 Apr 1963, pp 228-239.
Eastern Europe
Military (Contd)

CROATIAN, per, Vojnotehnicki Glasnik, No 2, 1962, pp 91-98.

Modern Equipment for Fire Control of Medium Caliber AA Artillery, by Pero Grubacevic, 12 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Vojnotehnicki Glasnik, No 11, 1962, pp 839-847.

Selected Articles From the Czech Periodical Kridla Vlasti:

Svazarm Glider Activities, by Lubor Vokrouhlicky, 5 pp.

Piloting the HC-102 Helicopter, by Jiri Blaha, 9 pp.

No 5, 1963, pp 127-129.

No 6, 1963, pp 151-156.
Resolutions Concerning Work in Flying Sectors, by F. Tobola, 5 pp.

The East German Uniform.
DANISH, per, Dlemne Vernet, No 2, 1963, pp 16, 17.

Clothing and Pack Regulations.
DANISH, per, Dlemne Vernet, No 2, 1963, pp 18, 19.

The Replenishing of Warships at Sea, by Hans Ostrzinski, Werner Dobrig, 14 pp.

Great Tasks for the Little Ones, by Peter Stache, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, Aero Sport, No 2, 1963, pp 44-47.
Eastern Europe
Military (Contd)


Military Uses of Infrared Techniques, by Lorincz Istvan. HUNGARIAN, rpt, Az Infravoros Technika Katonai Alkalmazasa, Budapest, 1962, 127 pp, Encl to 2843001863.* ACSI 1-2791

Special Climatic Examinations and Testing Equipments, by Futaky Ivan, 8 pp. HUNGARIAN, per, Hiradastechnika, Vol XIII, No 2, 1962, pp 66-70. ACSI 1-2042


Law of 29 March 1963 the Military Service of Warrant Officers of the Armed Forces, 6 pp. POLISH, np, Dziennik Ustaw, No 15, 4 Apr 1963. JPRS 19259

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Wojskowy Przegląd Lotniczy.

Vol XV, No 8, 1961. 9683119
The Destruction of Ground Transport by Aircraft, by J. Kopacz, 18 pp. FTD-TT-62-1682

Development of STCL and VTOL Aircraft, by M. Lyzwinski, 33 pp.
Eastern Europe
Military (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical
Wojskowy Przeglad Lotniczy. (Contd)

Vol XV, No 8, 1961. 9683119
Aeronautical Innovations, 33 pp.

Is There a Revival of Towed Targets, by
Kokotkiewicz, 9 pp, (pp 10-14).

Tests of Aircraft and Rocket Equipment by
Means of Rocket-Propelled Sleds, by
M. E. Grzegorewski, 26 pp, (pp 38-49).

Defense of London Against V-1 and V-2 Missiles,
by S. Skalski, 9 pp, (pp 59-63).

The Law of Outer Space, by Andrzej Gorbiel,
14 pp, (pp 64-70).

Symposium on Aviation Medicine, by Z. Edelwejn,
6 pp.

POLISH, per, Wojskowy Przeglad Prawniczy, No 1,

Organization of Military Courts and the Military
Prosecutor's Office in the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic, by J. Muszynski, 12 pp.
POLISH, per, Wojskowy Przeglad Prawniczy, No 1

Concerning Communist Education of Young Officers,
by Marcu Stan, 5 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Viata Militara, No 3, 1963,
pp 3, 4.

On Watch at a Radar Station, by N. Pop, 5 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Viata Militara, No 3, 1963,
pp 16, 17.

Helicopters and Guerrilla Activities, by
Milija Stanisic, 11 pp.
SERBIAN, per, Vojno Delo, No 6, 1962, pp 21-32.
Eastern Europe
Geographic

Selected Articles From the Czech Report

Topografie.

A. The Importance of a Map in the Socialist State, by Frantisek Boguszak, Jaroslav Slitr, (pp 14, 15).

B. Activities of the Czech Mapping Administration During 1918-1945, by Frantisek Boguszak, Jaroslav Slitr, (pp 278-282).


A New Method for Large Scale Mapping of Relief, by Hans Richter.
GERMAN, per, Petermanns Geographische Mitteilungen, No 4, 1962, pp 309-312.

The River Basin of the Elbe in Czechoslovakia, 12 pp.
GERMAN, rpt, Das Stromgebiet der Elbe in der Tschechoslowakei. (Call No GB1333 C9591 Eng Tr)

Sociological

From Religious Delusions to the Truth, by Veselin Khadjhinikolov, 8 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Filosofskia Misul, No 1, 1963, pp 136-141.

The True Character of Yugoslav Revisionist Literature, by P'o Jung-Gen, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Shih-chieh Wen-hsueh, No 12, 1962, pp 32-38.


Illiteracy and Its Elimination, 14 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Jugoslovenski Pregled, No 2, 1963, pp 79-82.
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Eastern Europe
Sociological (Contd)


Program and Organizational Declaration of the People's Technology, 8 pp. CROATIAN, per, Radioamater, Vol XVII, No 3, 1963, pp 67, 68.


Eastern Europe
Sociological (Contd)

Report by Fr Janouch, Chairman of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Red Cross, by Fr. Janouch, 11 pp.

Directives on the Upbringing and Teaching of Gypsy Children and Youth, by Frantisek Kahuda, 7 pp.

Concise History of Education, by Hermann Weimer.
GERMAN, bk, 160 pp.

GERMAN, per, Oesterreichische Osthefte, No 2, War 1963, pp 137-141.

Comparison of Infant Mortality in the Socialist Countries, by Manfred Ebert, 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, Statistische Praxis, No 3, 1963, pp 66-68.

New Polish Law Governing the Movements of Foreigners, 6 pp.
POLISH, per, Dziennik Ustaw, No 15, 4 Apr 1963, Enci No 1 to Desp A-890, AmEmbassy, Warsaw.

Training of Working Youths in Factory Schools, by Stanislaw Orlowski, 10 pp.

Data on Piros, by Pawel Borowski, 8 pp.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Pozarnicz, No 3, 1963, pp 5-7.

Important and Difficult Problems Facing Vocational Schools, by Zygmunt Zielinski, 88 pp.

Education Cost Per Student, by Zygmunt Dowjat, 5 pp.

RUMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, No 3, 1963, pp 24-35.
Eastern Europe
Sociological (Contd)

An Analysis of the Health of the Presidents of Bucharest, 5 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Muncitorul Sanitar, Vol XIV, No 12, 23 Mar 1963, p 3.

RUMANIAN, np, Muncitorul Sanitar, 13 Apr 1963, pp 1, 2, 3.

Medical Care of Neurepsychiatric Patients Discussed by the Board of the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, 6 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Muncitorul Sanitar, No 18, 4 May 1963, p 3.

Direction and Control of Teaching Methods of Education Cadres by Inspectors, by Stefan Costea, 14 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Pedagogie, No 2, 1963, pp 79-88.

Improving the Schooling of the Handicapped in Rumania, by C. Paunescu, G. Radu, 10 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Pedagogie, No 2, 1963, pp 89-95.

Introduction of Standards in Modern Life, by P. O. Salmon.
RUMANIAN, per, Standardizarea, Vol XIV, No 8, pp 421-425.
WESTERN EUROPE

Economic

Classification of Private Roads, by Otto Wahlgren, 5 pp.
FINNISH, per, Tielehti, No 6, 1962, pp 23-31.

Characteristics of Flours Intended for the Manufacture of Wafers, by M. P. Bourreau.
FRENCH, bk, Centre de Formation Techniques et de Perfectionnement de l'Union des Fabricants de Biscuits, No 1, 1959, pp 1-4.

French Oil Company, Algeria, 34 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, Compagnie Francaise des Petroles Algerie, pp 1-48. (Call No. 2232675 AT COL 1, TR 280 2006363 Eng Tr)


Crumb Colour of Bread, An Important Property Indicating the Quality, by A. W. Groes.
GERMAN, per, Bakkers Vakblad, Vol XVIII, No 45, 1959.

Experiments on the Determination of Propionic Acid and Propionate Salts in Bread, by E. Drews.
GERMAN, per, Brot und Gembck, 1955, p 209.

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Die Fleischwirtschaft.

Vol XI, No 8, 1959, p 684
Cooling, Freezing and Storing of Pork, by Gutschmidt.

Can Frozen Meat be Pickled?, by Gissko.

Process Times and Temperatures in Rotary Sterilization, by Reuter.

Vol XII, No 1, 1960, pp 40-42.
Fifth International Meeting of Experts in Meat Research, Part 3.
Western Europe
Economic (Contd)

Three-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development, 17 pp.

New Zealand's Power Supply.
SWEDISH, per, Era, No 1, 1963, pp 5-9. *ACSI I-2748-A
ID 2235124

Electricity News.
SWEDISH, per, Era, No 1, 1963, p 13. *ACSI I-2748-B
ID 2235124

SWEDISH, per, Era, Vol XXXVI, No 2, 1963, pp 15, 16, 27. (Call No. TK4 H65 v36 #2 Eng Tr) Army Map Service

Political

Tenth Congress of Communist Party of Italy, by Mirjana Jankovic, 15 pp.
CROATIAN, per, Socijalizam, No 1, 1963, pp 85-97. JPRS 18996

Some Danish Readers' Opinions, 6 pp.
DANISH, np, SF, Vol V, No 13, 15, 17, 29 Mar, 12, 16 Apr 1963. JPRS 19588

Lecture by Foreign Minister V. Merikoski at the Meeting of the Political Science Association on March 29, 1963, 7 pp.
FINNISH, rpt, Encl No 1 to Desp A-840, AmEmbassy, Helsinki. Dept of Stats

FINNISH, np, Kansan Uutiset, 14 16 Apr 1963. JPRS 19538

Social Bases of Political Parties in France and Italy, by Mattei Dogan, 11 pp.
FRENCH, brochure, 2-8 Sep 1962, pp 1-16. JPRS 19345
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Western Europe
Political (Contd)

The American Farmers Have a False Idea of the Common Market... and of Their European Colleagues Whom They Seem to Assign to Disappearance, 6 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, Encl No 1 to ECBUS Desp A-694, USEC, Brussels, 28 Mar 1963.

Greek Leftist EDA Holds Second Congress, by G. Georgalas, 6 pp.
FRENCH, per, Est & Quest, No 296, 16-31 Mar 1963, pp 8-10.

Why is Thorez Seeking a Thaw?, by David Ellimer, 9 pp.
FRENCH, np, France-Observateur, No 675, 11 Apr 1963, pp 6, 7.

Does French Communist Party Want United Front or Unity of Action?, by David Ellimer, 5 pp.


Roland Leroy Reports to Central Committee of French Communist Party, by Roland Leroy, 12 pp.

The Central Committee of the French Communist Party Meets at Ivry, 8-10 May 1963: Maurice Thorez's Closing Speech, by Maurice Thorez, 22 pp.
FRENCH, np, l'Humanite, 14 May 1963, pp 5, 6.

UNIR Calls for Solidarity With French Communist Students, 8 pp.
FRENCH, np, Unir Pour le Socialisme, No 125, 1963, pp 2, 3.

UNIR Endorses Unity With French Socialists, 7 pp.
FRENCH, np, Unir Pour le Socialisme, No 125, 1963, pp 4, 5.

French Communist Students and Stalin's Heirs, by Yves Lebon, 6 pp.
FRENCH, per, La Voix Communiste, No 34, Apr 1963, p 16.
Western Europe
Political (Contd)

GERMAN, rpt, Encl No 1 to Desp A-2478, AmEmbassy, Bonn.

Texts of German Statements at 100th Ministerial Council Meeting, 8 pp.
GERMAN, rpt, Encl No 1 to Desp A-2157, AmEmbassy, Bonn, 2 April 1963.

It is Only a Question of Power, by Hanswilhelm Haeff, 7 pp.

Tussle About the Tiger's Teeth, by Stephan Tomas, 12 pp.
GERMAN, np, Vorwaerts, 13, 27 Feb 1963, p 11.

They Won't Have Anything to Do With Politics, by Peter Meyer-Ranke, 8 pp.

The Struggle Against the Stubborn Writers, by Wolfgang Leonhard, 8 pp.

Some Socialist Views -- From Left to Right: Is the Cultural Debate Bogged Down in Dogmatism?, Critics and Artist Express Their Views; Communist Intellectuals and Cultural Freedom; Open Letter to Soviet Writers From Ante Ciliga, 21 pp.
ITALIAN, nps, 1963.

Esthetics According to the Kremlin, by Rolando Giglio, 8 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Corrispondenza Socialista, Vol IV, No 4, 1963, p 237.

Culture and Ideology, by Alessandro Natta, 6 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Critica Marxista, No 2, Mar-Apr 1963, pp 96-101.

Sartre and the Communists, by Cesare Luporini, 9 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Critica Marxista, No 2, Mar-Apr 1963, pp 102-110.

Dept of State

JPRS 18267

JPRS 18267

JPRS 19347

JPRS 19323

JPRS 19588

JPRS 19588
Western Europe
Political (Contd)

Carocci on Relationship Between Culture and Party Politics, by Alberto Carocci, 5 pp.
ITALIAN, np, *Rinascita*, No 15, 13 Apr 1963, p 32. JPRS 19136

Two Communist Views: Boffa on Soviet Historians in Transition From Denunciation to Critical Reexamination; Spinella on the Intellectuals' Choice, by Giuseppe Boffa, Mario Spinella, 7 pp.
ITALIAN, per, *Rinascita*, Vol XX, No 17, 27 Apr 1963, pp 5, 29. JPRS 19323

Soviet and Italian Cinematographers Discuss the Arts, by Augusto Pancaldi, Paolo Pardo, 27 pp.

Norwegian Communists Discuss Party Draft Program, 10 pp.

Dagens Nyheter Summarizes Opposition's Statement, 5 pp.
SWEDISH, np, *Dagens Nyheter*, 31 May 1963, pp 1, 14. JPRS 19760

Military

Interior Minister's Report to Parliament Concerning Civil Defense, 7 pp.
DANISH, per, *Orientering fra Civilforsvarsstyrelsen*, No 8, 8 Nov 1961, pp 1-6. ACSI I-2660 ID 2235108

Navy Statute for Petty Officers and Non-Rated Men, Chapter VI, 10 pp.
PORTUGUESE, per, *Dia rio de Gover no*, 1963, pp 2-10, Decree-Law No 44,824, USNA, Lisbon, Portugal. Navy 5879005463


The Origin and Development of Artillery in Europe, by F. Ad. Spak.

Activities in the Office of Material During 1962, 7 pp.
Western Europe

Geographic

To the Mountains of the Stars, by L. D. Brongersma, G. F. Venema. DUTCH, bk, 318 pp. Doubleday

What is the Survey Division of the Topographic Service and What Does It Do, by C. W. van der Linde, 7 pp. DUTCH, per, Geodesia Genootschap voor Landmeetkunde, No 6, 1962, pp 177-182. ACSI I-2540-B ID 2232456


A Map of Amsterdam, by P. J. Bakker, 16 pp. DUTCH, per, Kartografie, Mededelingen van de Kartografische Sectie van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, No 16, 1962, pp 297-299, 301-304. JPRS 19415

Land Survey Office Map List, 34 pp. FINNISH, bk, Maanmittaushallituksen Karttanlisto, Helsinki, 1960. (Call No. Accession #46604 Eng Tr) Army Map Service

French Ports, 35 pp. FRENCH, per, Navire, Ports et Chantiers, Nov 1962, pp 957-970. Navy Tr 3413 ONI 908

The Port of Dunkirk and Its Facilities, by R. Guitonneau. FRENCH, per, Nord Industriel, Vol XXIX, Dec 1962. BISI 3256

Western Europe
Sociological


Carlo Cassola Asks: Can Anyone Define a Realistic Writer?, by Carlo Cassola, 5 pp.
ITALIAN, np, Avanti, No 83, 7 Apr 1963, p 3.

Revised Law on Sanitary Handling and Quality Control of Foodstuffs Dated April 30, 1962, No 139, 15 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica, No 139, 4 Jun 1962, Encl No 1 to AGR-125, Rome.

RUSSIAN, per, Mirovaya Ekon i Mezhdunarodnyye Otnosheniya, No 3, 1963, Encl No 1 to Desp A-940, AmEmbassy, Helsinki.


AFRICA

Economic

The Economy of the Perregaux District in Algeria, by Yves Henry, 5 pp.
FRENCH, np, l'Echo d'Oran, 5, 6 Apr 1963, p 6.

FRENCH, np, El Moudjahid, Mar 1963.
Africa
Political


Sociological

A Visit to a Native Congolese King, by Herbert Risz, 7 pp. GERMAN, np, Volkstimme, 28 Apr 1963, pp 3, 4. JPRS 19477

Outline of an Angolan Toponymic Vocabulary, by J. Perez Montenegro, 12 pp. PORTUGUESE, per, Boletim do Institute de Angola, No 15, Jan-Dec 1961, pp 135-146. JPRS 19442
MIDDLE EAST

Economic

India, East Germany's Most Important Overseas Trade Partner, by H. Poziombka, 7 pp.

Political

ARABIC, rpt, Encl No 1 to Desp A-332, AmEmbassy, Damascus, Feb 1963. Dept of State

Joint Communique on New United Arab Republic, 35 pp.
ARABIC, rpt, Encl No 1 to Desp A-773, AmEmbassy, Cairo, 17 Apr 1963. Dept of State

Jordanian Civil Aviation Law, 15 pp.

Selected Articles From the Hebrew Newspaper Kol Ha'am.

8, 10 Mar 1963, p 2. Israeli Communist SNEH Comments on Theses for Fourth MAPAM Congress, by Moshe Sneh, 12 pp. JPRS 19136

4 Apr 1963, pp 1, 4. Israeli Communist Youth Commemorate Warsaw Ghetto Rebellion, 6 pp. JPRS 19539

21 Apr 1963, p 4. Israeli Communists of Tel Aviv-Jaffa District Meet, 8 pp. JPRS 19539

30 Apr 1963, p 1. Top Israeli Communist Discusses Middle East Situation, by Meir Vilner, 10 pp. JPRS 19538

- 81 -
Selected Articles From the Indonesian Newspaper Harian Rakjat.

1 Mar 1963, p 3.
Speech by Njoto Before the First Plenary Session of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Indonesia, 7 pp.

4, 5, Mar 1963, p 3.

The Culture and Ideological Education of Communist Cultural Workers, by Banda Harahap, 7 pp.

Oppose Neo-Colonialism and Form a Cabinet of the United Front Centered Around Nasakom to Overcome the Economic Difficulties, 6 pp.

Military

ARABIC, np, Al Bilad, No 1, 1962.

FRENCH, per, La Revue Maritime, No 192, Oct 1962, pp 1181-1198.
Economic

Geological Gazetteer of the Ch'i-lien Mountains
CHINESE, monograph, Ch'i-lien Shan Ti-chih Chih, 1960, 320 pp.

Collection of Fiscal Laws and Regulations

Accounting of Major Operation Processes and Accounting Statements, 102 pp.

Accounting for Basic Construction, 48 pp.

CHINESE, mono, Shang-yeh Ts'ai-wu, Mar 1962, pp 1-263.

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Chien-chu Hsueh-pao.

No 8, 1962.


No 10, 1962.
Survey of Newly-Constructed Rural Homes in Mi-yun, 17 pp.

Several Schemes of Rural Houses of Reinforced Concrete Structure, 5 pp, (pp 7, 8).
Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Chien-chu Hsueh-pao. (Contd)

No 10, 1962.


A Survey of Rural Housing in Kwangtung, by Fang Jo-po, P'eng Fei-fei, 9 pp, (pp 12-14).

No 11, 1962.

The Designing of Space for an Architectural Complex in a Small Area, by Lu Chun-hua, 25 pp, (pp 1-4).

The Problem of Adding More Storeys to Residences in Shanghai Municipality, by Lu Kuang-ch'i, Hsu Ching-yu, 19 pp, (pp 5-7).

Economic Analyses on the Number of Storeys in Residential Houses, by Chu Chien-sung, 13 pp, (pp 8, 9).


Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Ching-chi Yen-chiu.

No 3, 1963.


Several Problems Concerning Electrification in Agriculture, by Tso Hu, 32 pp, (pp 9-16).

Concerning Problems of Prices Being Based Upon Social Value, by Pien Ching-chung, 14 pp, (pp 25-31).

Comment on the Two Interpretations of the Joint Determination of Value by the Socially Necessary Labor, by Shu Ch'i, 10 pp, (pp 32-38).
Far East Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Ching-chi Yen-chiu.

No 3, 1963.


A Discussion on the Question of the Nature and Historical Significance of the Modern Industries Operated by the Manchu Government, by Kuo Hui, 14 pp, (pp 75-77).

No 4, 1963.
On the Value of Regional National Income Statistics and a Number of Questions on Regional Consolidated Balancing, by Pang Ping-chu, 30 pp, (pp 1-15).


Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Chung-kuo Nung-yeh Chi-hsieh.

No 9, 1962.
Farm Machinery Research Should Precede Agricultural Mechanization, 6 pp, (pp 2-4).

Testing and Evaluating Farm Machinery, by Tu Yu-tsai, 5 pp, (pp 9, 10).
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical
Chung-kuo Nung-yeh Chi-hsieh. (Contd)

No 9, 1962.
Brief Introduction to Soviet Model 61-1 Electrically Powered Machine for Flooded Fields, 7 pp, (pp 20, 21).


A Look at Farm Machinery Repair Works, by Ch'en Li, 12 pp, (pp. 24-27).

The Laws of Value and Our Price Policy, by Hsueh Mu-ch'iao, 15 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 7, 8, 1963, pp 1-9. JPRS 19317

A General Description of Communications and Transportation of Hunan Province, Communications Data, by Jung Cheng-shih, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Jen-min Chiao-t'ung, No 11, 15 Jun 1955, pp 25, 26. ACSI I-2561

Some Experiences in Emergency Road Repairs During Flood Seasons, by Chang Wen-kuang, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Jen-min Chiao-t'ung, No 15, 15 Aug 1955, p 10. ACSI I-2565-A

To Carry Out Planned Preventive Maintenance and Repair System and Strengthen Technical Management, 8 pp.
CHINESE, per, Jen-min Chiao-t'ung, No 15, 15 Aug 1955, pp 18, 19. ACSI I-2565-B

CHINESE, per, Nung-yeh Chi-hsieh Chi-shu, No 5, 1962, pp 9, 10. JPRS 19733

Ying-k'ou Match Factory Strengthens Auditing Work and Lowers Cost of Production, 7 pp.
CHINESE, np, Ta Kung Pao, 21 Mar 1963, p 1. JPRS 19257

CHINESE, np, Ta-kung Pao, 27 Mar 1963, p 3. JPRS 19257
Far East
Economic (Contd)

North Korean Economy and Trade, 36 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Hitcho Boeki, Vol XLIV, No 1, 2, 1963, pp 1-27.
JPRS 19572

Resolution by Enthusiasts in the Communications Industry, 6 pp.
KOREAN, per, Chesin, No 2, 1963, pp 3-7.
JPRS 19753

Growth Rate and Balance in the Economic Development of North Korea, by Ch'oe Chung-guk, 26 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 3, 5 Feb 63, pp 32-39.
JPRS 19399

Tasks for Transportation Workers, 5 pp.
JPRS 19753

Selected Articles From the Korean Periodical Minju Choson.

1963, p 2.
18 Jan 1963, p 2.
Collective Production--the Key to This Year's Plan, by Han Kung-nyong, 6 pp.
The Point System in Appraising Work Output, by Chon Se-hun, 5 pp.
22 Jan 1963, p 2.

Distribution of Industrial Centers and Transportation Systems in Hwanghae Provinces and P'yongan-Namdo, 6 pp.
KOREAN, per, Nkyotong Unsu, No 2, 1963, pp 45-47.
JPRS 19753

Details About the Chollima Movement, 6 pp.
KOREAN, per, Nodongja, No 1, 1963, pp 14, 15.
JPRS 19447

Coal Production in 1963, 5 pp.
KOREAN, per, Soktan Kongop, No 1, 1963, pp 6-9.
JPRS 19447

MONGOLIAN, np, Ushan, 12 Dec 1962, p 2.
JPRS 19667
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Incomes of Agricultural Artel Members, 6 pp.
MONGOLIAN, np, Unen, 19 Dec 1962, p 1. JPRS 19667

RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Chimie, Vol XIV, No 2, 1963, pp 67-76. JPRS 19266

RUSSIAN, bk, Naseoleniya Indonesii, Malsyi, i Filippin, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-93. JPRS 19799

RUSSIAN, bk, Trudy Pervogo Soveshchaniya po Neotektonike Kitaya, Moscow, 1960. JPRS 19815

Positively Protect Our Natural Resources to Serve Socialist Industrialization, by Nguyen Tao, 14 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, No 3, 1963. JPRS 19444

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Periodical Nhan-Don.

1963, p 2.
Thanh-hoa in the Struggle for Producing Food-stuffs, by Duong Khanh, 11 pp. JPRS 19788

2 Jan 1963, p 2.
Phu-tho After the Second Year of Competition With Dai-phong, by Van Son, Phan Vinh, 12 pp. JPRS 19341

2 Jan 1963, p 3.
One Victorious Year for Industrial Production, by Ha Vnn, 6 pp. JPRS 19341

23 Jan 1963, p 2.
Hung Yen Enlarges Movement for New Settlements in Virgin Lands, by Tran Chau, 5 pp. JPRS 19341

29 Jan 1963, pp 1, 2.
News of the Fight Against Drought, 6 pp. JPRS 19341

30 Jan 1963, p 3.
Destroying Old Paths and Constructing New Roads, by Ngoc The, 6 pp. JPRS 19133
Far East
Economic (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Periodical
Nhan-dan. (Contd)

31 Jan 1963, p 3.
Toward a Larger Production of Salt, by
Truang Quang Phien, 5 pp.
JPRS 19341

3 Feb 1963, p 3.
The Development of Communication and Transportation
in the Northwest, by Ngo Minh Truc, 5 pp.
JPRS 19133

16 May 1963, p 1.
Three Requirements of Management, Techniques
and Party Leadership, 5 pp.
JPRS 19300

24 May 1963, pp 1, 4.
Determining the Direction of Production in
Farm Cooperatives, 5 pp.
JPRS 19300

Political

CHINESE, per, Cheng-fa Yen-chiu, No 4, 1962,
pp 5-10.
JPRS 19646

The Position and Function of Socialist Laws in
Peoples Democratic Dictatorship, by Lu Chih,
Chang Hao, 19 pp.
CHINESE, per, Cheng-fa Yen-chiu, No 4, 1962,
pp 26-30.
JPRS 19646

Function of Legal Power in Socialist Reform
and Socialist Economic Construction, by
Liu Wen, 12 pp.
CHINESE, per, Cheng-fa Yen-chiu, No 4, 1962,
pp 31-33.
JPRS 19646

Lenin's Struggles Against Revisionism and
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 7, 8, 1963, pp 31-65.
JPRS 19317

Strengthen the Political-Ideological Education
of Youth, by Yu T'ing-ying, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 9, 1 May 63,
pp 5-7.
JPRS 19446
Far East
Political (Contd)

The Problem of Reserves Under Our Socialist System, by Hsu I, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 9, 1 May 63, pp 8-13. JPRS 19446

Speech of Liu Ning-i At New Zealand Communist Meeting, by Liu Nung-i, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 16 Apr 1963, p 3. JPRS 19249

Temporary Sino-Soviet Compromise May Mark Progress Toward Communist Movement Unity, by Gerard Spitzer, 5 pp.
FRENCH, per, La Voie Communiste, No 34, Apr 1963, p 14. JPRS 19201

Selected Articles From the Indonesian Newspaper Harian Rakjat.

1963, p 3.
The Increasing Vitality of Marxism, by Njoto. JPRS 19745

Text of Aidit's Political Report to the Indonesian Communist Party, by D. N. Aidit, 75 pp. JPRS 19310

10 Apr 1963, p 3.
Manipol-Uskek Do Not Oppose but Agree with Marxism, by D. N. Aidit, 11 pp. JPRS 19416

18 Apr 1963, p 3.
PKI Central Committee Delegate at New Zealand Communist Party National Conference, 6 pp. JPRS 19416

INDONESIAN, per, Madjalah Administrasi Negara, Vol IV, No 7, 1962, pp 205-207. JPRS 19361

Crisis in the Structural Reform Theory and Plots of Anti-Party Elements, by Toshio Sakaki, 10 pp.
JAPANESE, np, Akahata, 11 May 1963. JPRS 19787

The Korean People's Army That has Grown To Be an Invincible Military Might Under the Direction of the Party, by Ho Pong-hak, 12 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 3, 5 Feb 1963, pp 15-21. JPRS 19336

To Strengthen Party Calls is to Guarantee the Strength of the Party, by Kim Song'il, 6 pp.
KOREAN, per, Kulloja, No 3, Feb 1963, pp 22-25. JPRS 19336
Far East
Political (Contd)

Brief Instructions on the Using of Communications and the Telephone Directory of Ulan Bator City, Mongolia, 122 pp.
MONGOLIAN, mono, Hariltsaa Ashiglaltyn Tobch Dzaabar ba Ulaanbaatar Botyn Telefon Herglegchdiyn Jagsal, 1962, pp 3-140.

A Party Meeting is an Expression of Ideas and Inspirations of Party Members, by B. Lodoisuren, 11 pp.
MONGOLIAN, per, Namyn Am'dral, No 11, 1962, pp 8-12.

Selected Articles From the Mongolian Newspaper Unen.

Judicial Structure of the Mongolian People's Republic, 8 pp.

29 Jan 1963, p 1.
Work Experience of Party Cells at Somons and Agricultural Artels, 5 pp.

10 Feb 1963, p 6, 7.
Far East
Political (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Mongolian Newspaper
Unen. (Contd)

5 Mar 1963, pp 2, 3.
The New Civil Code of the Mongolian People's
Republic, by D. Horhooi, 5 pp.
JPRS 19503

The Civil Code of the Mongolian People's Republic,
127 pp.
JPRS 19340

Border Treaty Between the Mongolian People's
Republic and the Chinese People's Republic,
30 pp.
JPRS 19279

6 Apr 1962, p 3.
Let Us Increase the Effectiveness of the Press,
by J. Arganbai, 5 pp.
JPRS 19370

Let Us Develop the Revolutionary Spirit of Leninism,
by Vu Tuan, 15 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, Apr 1963, pp 22-27.
JPRS 19532

Socialist State Leadership as Discussed by Lenin,
by L. Kuzmin, 15 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, Apr 1963, pp 33-38.
JPRS 19532

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper
Nhan Dan.

19 Jan 1963, p 2.
Results and Experience From Party Membership
Training in Thai Binh, by Nguyen Van Thu,
6 pp.
JPRS 19171

1 Feb 1963, p 2.
A Model Fighter at the Border, by Tran Huu Tong,
5 pp.
JPRS 19148

29 Apr 1963, pp 1, 4.
Step Up Patriotic Emulation for Successful
Completion of First Five Year Plan, 15 pp.
JPRS 19830
Far East
Political (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper
Nhan Dan. (Contd)

30 Apr 1963.
Report by Xuan Thuy, 12 pp.

30 Apr, 1 May 1963.
Report of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,
by Pham Van Dong, 62 pp.

The Conference of Political Committees of the
Entire Army on Political Activities in 1963,
5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 27 Dec 62,
p 1.

Activities for Building Reserve Forces in Lang
Song Province Made Progress in 1962, by
Be Chan Hung, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 30 Dec 62,
p 2.

Military

JAPANESE, bk, Jietai Nenkan, 1963, pp 195-198,
200-212, 214-220; 249-252, 412-413
charts only, Encl No 1 to R-396-62, USARMA, Tokyo,
Japan.

JAPANESE, per, Seiji Keizai, Jan 1963, U.S. Army,
UANA, Tokyo.

Japan's National Defense and Public Finance, by
Okinori Kaya, 6 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Seiji Keizai, No 1, 1963.

The Defense Agency Inner Bureau - Defense
Bureaucrats in Bloom, 5 pp.
JAPANESE, per, Seiji Keizai, No 1, 1963.

Always Deserving the Appellation the People's
Army and Chairman Ho's Soldiers, 7 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 18 Dec 1962,
p 1, 3.

The Task of Bao Dan Hau Can in Year-End Training
Period, by Tran Tho, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 18 Dec 1962,
p 2.

- 93 -
Far East
Geographic

Principles and Standards of Regional Division of Agriculture, by Chang Wei-pang, 13 pp.
CHINESE, per, Ti-li, No 1, 1962, pp 7-11. JPRS 19737

CHINESE, per, Ti-li, No 5, 1962, pp 172-177. JPRS 19742

Sociological

The Use of Evidence in Criminal Cases, by Chang Tzu-p'ei, 25 pp.
CHINESE, per, Cheng-fa Yen-chiu, No 4, 1962, pp 11-18. JPRS 19646

Citizen's Personal Right and Individual Labor's Right of Ownership, by Ch'ai Fa-pang, 18 pp.
CHINESE, per, Cheng-fa Yen-chiu, No 4, 1962, pp 40-44. JPRS 19646

Selected Articles From the Chinese Periodical Hung-ch' i.

No 7, 8, 1963.
Enter Into Life, Raise the Creative Quality of Music, by Ma K'o, 9 pp, (pp 19-24).

On Faithful Implementation, by T'ang P'ing-chu, 5 pp, (pp 25-27).


Commemorating the Tenth Anniversary of the Founding of the H'ai-shuang Pan-na Thai Nationality Autonomous Chou, Yunnan Province, by Chao Ts'un-hsin, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, M'in-tzu T'uan-ch' ieh, No 2, 3, 1963, pp 20-22. JPRS 19550
Far East
Sociological (Contd)


The Quackenbush Case, 18 pp.
JAPANESE, rpt, Encl to Desp A-1511, AmEmbassy, Tokyo.

Selected Articles From the Vietnamese Newspaper Nhan Dan.

The Dispensary of Van Dinh, by Manh Hong, 9 pp.

Lessons of Experience, 6 pp.

4 Feb 1963, p 3.

6 Feb 1963, p 3.

Following on Whools, an Example of a Vehicle Repair Unit, by Nguyen Ha, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 8 Dec 62, p 1.

Left Bank Military Zone Meeting on Ideological Action: Most Practical and Useful, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, 18 Dec 1962, p 2.

LATIN AMERICA

Economic

Communications and Transportation, 54 pp.
SPANISH, rpt, Comunicaciones y Transportes, Mexico, 1960, pp 93-120. (Eng Tr)

SPANISH, np, El Colombiano, 28 Mar 1963, Encl to Desp A-1773, Bogota.

- 95 -
Latin America
Economic (Contd)

Cuban Minister of Labor Reports on New Wage System, 42 pp.
SPANISH, np, Diario de la Tarde, 15 May 63, pp 3-6. JPRS 19724

Definitions of Means of Production, 8 pp.
SPANISH, per, Directorio Financiero, Section II, Chapter II, pp 16-27. JPRS 19734

SPANISH, np, El Mundo, 4 Apr 1963, pp 1, 2. JPRS 19500

Head of INRA Reviews Four Years of Agrarian Reform, by Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, 23 pp.
SPANISH, np, El Mundo, 17 May 63, pp 8, 9. JPRS 19661

Commerce Minister Promises Improvement in Distribution of Goods, 6 pp.
SPANISH, np, Vanguardia, 19 Mar 1963, p 8. JPRS 19775

Political

Kuo Jo-jo Speech at Rally in Support of Cuba, by Kuo Mo-jo, 6 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 18 Apr 1963. JPRS 19249

Latin America Between Kennedy, Khrushchev, and Mao Tse-tung, by Francois Fejto, 10 pp.
FRENCH, np, Lumiere, Vol XXIX, No 1412-1414, Apr 1963, p 3. JPRS 19267

Trip in Castro's Cuba, by David Rousset, 10 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Corrispondenze Socialista, Mar 1963, pp 181-185. JPRS 19289

Goulart's Speech in the National Congress, 17 pp.
SPANISH, rpt, Encl No 1, 2, 3, to Desp A-981, Ambassador, Santiago, Apr 1963.
Dept of State

Purs Sectional Offices Formed in Ciego de Avila and Havana, 5 pp.
SPANISH, np, Hoy, 7 May 1963, p 3. JPRS 19471

SPANISH, per, Industria y Comercio, 1963. JPRS 19816
Latin America
Political (Contd)

Cuba Celebrates Second Anniversary of Victory on Giron Beach, by Pedro Miret, 6 pp.

A Chilean Communist View of International Communist Unity, by Orlando Millias, 10 pp.

Interview With Cuban Delegate to Bogota Communications Conference, by Jaime Villamil Leon, 5 pp.
SPANISH, np, El Siglo, 22 May 1963, p 11.

Commander Jose M. Causse Speaks at Opening of Third Far Course, 9 pp.
SPANISH, per, Verde Olivo, No 7, 17 Feb 1963, pp 4-7.

Geographic

SPANISH, rpt, Geografica Economic del Peru, Peru, 1961, pp extracts 143-225. (Call No
HC227 R76 1961 Eng Tr)

Spelling of Guajiran Place Names, by Stanley L. Robe, 22 pp.
SPANISH, rpt, Ortografia de los Toponimicos Guajiros, Los Angeles, pp 1-10.

Sociological

Taxicab Regulations, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Gaceta Oficial, Vol XXI, No 218, 9 Nov 1962, pp 13537-13539.

SPANISH, per, Gaceta Oficial, Vol XXI, No 221, 14 Nov 1963, pp 13700-13702.

Teacher Forum on Combatting Student Desertion, by Bonito, 5 pp.
Latin America

Sociological (Contd)

Minister of Education Opens Teachers' Congress, 7 pp.
JPRS 19377

General Instructions for Social Security Assistance, 14 pp.
SPANISH, np, Revolucion, 27 Apr 1963, pp 6, 7.
JPRS 19290

Brazilian Playwright Emilio Diaz Gomez Visiting Cuba, by Marta Vignier, 5 pp.
SPANISH, np, Sierra Maestra, 14 Mar 1963, p 2.
JPRS 19676

All Units Taking Part in Competition, 8 pp.
SPANISH, per, Verde Olivo, No 7, 17 Feb 1963, pp 51-58.
JPRS 19290

NORTH AMERICA

Economic

The National Parks of the United States, by Luis A. Bolin.
SPANISH, bk, 1962.
Dept of Interior E160 B613 1962

Political

What Does the Wrangling of the US Ruling Clique About the Cuba Questions Show?, by Kuo Chi-chou, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch’i, No 9, 1 May 63, pp 1-4.
JPRS 19446

Geographic

Readings on Greenland’s Geography, by Borge Fristrup, 33 pp.
ACSI I-2629
ID 2235104
Political

Lenin's Struggles Against Revisionism and Opportunism, by Cheng Yen-shih, 52 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung Ch'i, No 9, 1963, pp 21-41. JPRS 19446

FRENCH, per, L'internationale, No 137, May 63, pp 1-15. JPRS 19601

The Struggle of the Proletariat in the Countries of Developed Capitalism, 18 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, No 7, 1963, pp 118-128. JPRS 19323
SCIENTIFIC

Aerospace


Selected Articles From the Russian Book Iskusstvennye Sputniki Zemli, Ak Nauk SSSR, No 13, Moscow, 1962. 9683136 FTD-TT-62-1585


Results Obtained in the Investigation of Certain Indicators of Peripheral Blood Circulation in Dogs During and After a Flight Into Outer Space, by V. V. Yakovlev, 6 pp.


Handbook of the High-Altitude Vertical-Horizontal Sounding of the Atmosphere in the Aircraft IL-28, by V. A. Devyatova, V. V. Kochetygovoy. RUSSIAN, bk, Rukovodstvo po Vysotnomu Vertikal'nomu Zonistrovaniiu Atmosfery na Samol'ote IL-28, Gimiz (Otdeleniye), Moscow, 1962, 150 pp. *FTD-TT-63-619
Scientific
Aerospace (Contd)

People of Rare Professions...Pilots, Navigators of Cosmonauts, by V. Belikov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Izvestiya, No 59, 10 Mar 1963, p 6, 9683275

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Aviats Tekh, No 4, 1961, pp 22-29, 9683138

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist Vooruzhennykh Sili, No 15, Aug 1962, pp 1-23.

The Turn of the Circular Orbital Plane for the Artificial Satellite, by V. F. Illarionov, L. M. Shkadov.
RUSSIAN, per, Prik Matemat i Mekhanika, Vol XXVI, 1962.

Interplanetary Ship Returns to the Earth, by Yu. Sushkov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovet Rossiya, 25 Sep 1959, p 4. 9683162

AN-24, by I. Igorev.
RUSSIAN, per, Yuny Tekhnik, No 2, 1963, pp 10, 11.

Aircraft-Cross Country Vehicle.
RUSSIAN, per, Yuny Tekhnik, No 2, 1963, pp 52, 53.

FRENCH, per, de l'Air et l'Espace, No 1, 1963, pp 17-21.

Pilot and Flight Instrument Errors, by Jean Israel.

Flow Conditions on Open Lift Jet VTOL Aircraft, by K. Leim.

LATVIAN, np, Cina, No 190, 13 Aug 1962, p 2, 9669018

FTD-TT-63-419
FTD-TT-61-1683
ACSI I-2487
ID 2232438
ACIC
FTD-TT-63-57
*ACSI I-2704-A
ID 2235129
*ACSI I-2704-B
ID 2235129
ACSI I-2393-A
ID 2229435
*Redstone Arsenal
*Navy Tr 3411
ONI 941
FTD-TT-62-1858
Scientific
Aerospace (Contd)

POLISH, per, Astronautyka, No 3, 1961, pp 8-10. 9683295

POLISH, per, Technika Lotnicza, No 8, 1962, pp 235-242. 9683289

Rocket Technology, 226 pp.
POLISH, per, Technika Rakietowa, Vol IV, No 11, 1962. 9683116-V

Agriculture


Agricultural Meteorology, by V. I. Vitkevich, 320 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sel'skokhozyaistvennaya Meteorologiya, Moscow, 1960.

The Placement and Specialization of Agriculture, 55 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Ekon Gazeta, No 15, Apr 1963, pp 1-24. JPRS 19339

RUSSIAN, np, Kazakh Pravda, 28 Mar 1963, p 1. JPRS 19339

RUSSIAN, np, Kazakh Pravda, 6 Apr 1963, p 3. JPRS 19339

Fire Hazard Belts and the Peak Period of Forest Fires, by G. A. Mokeyev.
RUSSIAN, per, Lesnoe Khoz, No 8, 1961, pp 53-57. NRC/Ref: C-4015

Delays in Preparing Equipment for Spring Field Work, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Pravda, 25 Feb 1963. JPRS 19352
Scientific Agriculture (Contd)

Agricultural Specialization in Lithuania, 19 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Sovetskaya Litva, 29, 30 Mar 1963, pp 1, 2.
JPRS 19339

JPRS 19352

Tick Paralysis of Sheep, by A. I. Gavrichenkov,
RUSSIAN, per, Veterinariya, Vol XXXIV, No 9, 1957, pp 70, 71.
NRC/Ref: C-4005

The Intensification of Agriculture, by I. Buzdalov, 26 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ekonomiki, No 1, 1963, pp 63-72.
JPRS 19352

The Development of Agriculture is a Complex Process,
by Faik Bajraktari, 19 pp.
ALBANIAN, per, Rruga e Partise, No 3, 1963, pp 29-44.
JPRS 19754

Agricultural Production and Agricultural Science,
by Ch'en Hua-kuei, 14 pp.
JPRS 19317

General Principles of New Stock Cultivation and
JPRS 19306

Observations Regarding the Fruit Red Spider and
Its Control, by D. C. Geijslees.
PANSDOC/Ref 481

Effects of Sites on the Growth of Sheep's Sorrel,
by E. Kivinen.
FINNISH, per, Maataloustieteellinen Aikakauskirja, Vol XII, No 1, 1951, pp 10-16.
NzdIA

Shearing Resistance of Soils According to N.I.A.E.,
CSIRO/No 5994
Altitude Zones and Alpine Vegetation in Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand, by H. Walter.  
GERMAN, bk, Geobotanisches Inst Rubel, Bericht No. 31/1959, 1960.

GERMAN, per, Arbeiten der Biologischen Reichsanstalt fuer Land- und Forstwirtschaft, Vol XXIII, 1940, pp 189-231.


Movement of Water in the Ground Caused by Frost and Its Effect on Plants, by G. Kretschmer.  

Importance of Potassium for the Root Development of the Plant, by G. Rohde.  

Results of Experiments With the Auger Hole Method of Looghoudt-Ernst for the Determination of Permeability of Groundwater Soils, by H. Volkowitz.  
GERMAN, per, Kulturtechniker, Vol XLVII, 1959, pp 146-167.

Experiences With the Destructive Spraying of Potato Fields, by E. R. Keller, R. Weiss.  
GERMAN, per, Mitteilungen fuer die Schweizerische Landwirtschaft, Vol IV, No 6, 1956, pp 97-104.


Scientific Agriculture (Contd)

Studies on the Peculiarities in the Physiological Processes of Rice-Leaves in Each Leaf Position and Their Significance, by A. Tanaka.

Effects of Inorganic Nutrients on Flower Bud Differentiation of Plants, by Y. Goto.

Notes on the Temporary Water Level Method of Unsteady Flow Computation in River Channels, by Maria Baczek, Jan Cunge, 10 pp.
OTS 61-31328 PL-480

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Hodowla Roslin, Aklimatyzacja i Nasiennictwo.

Vol I, No 1, 1957, pp 31-57. 9208377 OTS 61-31272 PL-480
Smut Resistance of Corn Varieties Investigated by the Method of Field Infection, by Halina Riegerowa, Andrzej Stabonaki, 30 pp.

Vol I, No 2, 1957, pp 125-134. 9208374 OTS 61-11371 PL-480
Investigations on the Inactivation of the Tobacco Mosaic Virus by Heating, by Jan Berbec, Maria Bswolska, 10 pp.

Changes in Glycoalkaloid Contents in Leaves of Cultivated and Wild Potatoes and Their Hybrids During Growth and Their Influence on the Colorado Potato Beetle, by Tadeusz Pierzchalski, 16 pp.


Vol III, No 6, 1959, pp 751-590. 9207851 OTS 61-31274 PL-480
Assessment of Wheat Varieties from the Point of View of Suitability for Mechanical Harvesting, by Tadeusz Roman, 30 pp.
Scientific Agriculture (Contd)

Relation Between Atterberg Limits and Moisture of Capillary Saturation, by Mieczyslaw Rozanski, 8 pp. POLISH, per, Zeszyty Naukowe Wyzszej Szkoły Rolniczej we Wroclawiu, No 13, 1958, pp 175-182. 9206580 OTS 61-31306 PL-480


The Effect of DDT and HCC Gammexon on Seed Germination and on the Growth of Young Plants, by P. Vukasovic, 14 pp. SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Arhiv za Poljoprivredne, Vol IV, No 6, 1951, pp 1-11. 9207137 OTS 61-11209 PL-480


Recent Observations of the Poisoning of Bees by Methods of Plant Protection, by Wahlin. SWEDISH, per, Nordisk Bitidaeskift, Vol XI, 1959. NZDIA

Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences

Contributions on the Upper Paleozoic Fauna of the Donsas, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, rpt, 1962.

Bacteriological Studies and Disinfection of the Air, by G. I. Karpukhin.
RUSSIAN, bk, Bakteriologicheskiye Issledovaniya i Obezazzarazhivaniye Vozduha, 1962, pp 1-255.

Biological Aspects of Cybernetics, 348 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Biologicheskiye Aspekty Kibernetiki -- Sbornik Rabot, Moscow, 1963, pp 1-239.

Epidemiological Observation in a Focus of Infection, by G. D. Grinberg. (NY-7697)

Flora of the USSR, by V. L. Komarov, 622 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Flora SSSR, Vol II, 1934. 9207558

RUSSIAN, bk, Lechohno-profylakticheskoe Obshluzhivanie Sel'skogo Naseleniya, Moscow, 1955.

Essays on the History of Aviation Medicine, by A. A. Seryeyev.
RUSSIAN, bk, Ochorki po Istorii Aviatsionnoy Meditsiny, 1962, pp 1-300.

Acute Radiation Diseases and Their Treatment, by I. M. Poltavets.

RUSSIAN, bk, Pervichnaya Produktiya Morov i Vnutrennykh Vod, 1961, pp 7-10.

Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Translations From a Russian Book on the Prophylaxis and Treatment of Caisson Disease, by N. N. Shchupakov, 71 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Profilaktika i Luchenie Kessonnoy Bol'nosti, Moscow, 1962, pp 2, 3-10, 75-83, 118-163, 164-171, 186.


Over Obstacles on to the Stars, by Boris Valeryanovich Lyapunov, Nikolay Aleksandrovich Nikolayev. (NY-7715)
RUSSIAN, bk, Skvoz' Ternii k Zvezdam (Per Aspera Ad Astra), Moscow, 1962, pp 2-176.

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Sovetskiye Rybokhozyaystvennye Issledovaniya v Moryakh Evropeyskogo Severa, 1960.


- On the Dynamics of the Biological Condition of the Atlanto-Scandian Herring in the Summer Period, by D. A. Shubnikov, (pp 351-359).
Selected Articles From the Russian Book
Sovetskiye Rybokhozyaystvennyye Issledovaniya v Moryakh Evropeyskogo Severa, 1960. (Contd)

Peculiarities in Distribution, Growth and Maturation of Some Herring Year-Classes in the Barents Sea, by I. V. Shutova-Korzh, (pp 361-370).


On Methods of Scouting for Herring in the Northern Seas, by A. A. Baral, (pp 391-398).


Fisheries Investigations in the Middle Atlantic, by A. N. Probatov, E. S. Prosviro, et al, (pp 405-413).


Factors that Determine the Distribution and Structure of Phytocoenoses, by A. Shakhov. RUSSIAN, per, Botan Zhur, Vol XXXIV, No 2, 1949, pp 148-162. CISO/No 6056

The Cell Drying Mechanism in Proliferating Cultures of the Blue-Green Algae Anabaena Variabilis and Amorphonostoc Puntiforme, by V. D. Fedorov, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXLIV, No 6, 1962, pp 1380-1383. JPRS 19286
Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

General Characteristics of Plankton and Benthos Distribution in the Gulf of Tonkin and in Adjoining Areas of the South China Sea, by N. A. Zarenkov, et al, 5 pp.

Determination of the Absorptive Power of Leaves by the Liquid Float Method, by V. Shardakov.
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk Uzbek SSR, No 5, 1951, pp 32-34.

Determination of the Absorptive Power of Leaves Using the Grading Tube Method, by V. Shardakov.
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk Uzbek SSR, No 12, 1951, pp 33-35.


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Farmakologiya i Toksikologiya.

Comparative Study of the Curariform and Other Pharmacological Properties of the Dimethiodide and Dimethylisulfomethylate of 1, 4-Bis-(9-Methyl-3, 9-Diazabicyclo-(3, 3, 1)-Nonano-3) Butane, by B. A. Medvedev, 11 pp, (pp 320-326).

The Effect of Bis-Quaternary Ammonium Compounds of Quinuclidine on Transmission of the Nerve Impulse in Sympathetic Ganglia and on Myoneural Conduction, by F. Sadritdinov, 14 pp, (pp 327-335).

Biological Activity of Dialkylphosphinic Acid Esters and Their Comparative Characteristics, by I. V. Zaikonnikova, 10 pp, (pp 339-345).

Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Farmakologiya i Toksikologiya. (Contd)

Vol XXV, No 6, 1962.
A New Anticholinergic Agent -- Aprolidin, by
M. D. Mashkovskiy, K. A. Zaytseva, 9 pp,
(pp 679-685).

The Curariform Properties of the Dichloride of 1,
6-Di-(3', 3'-Benzylquinuclidyl-1')-Hexamine
(Qualidil), by M. D. Mashkovskiy, P. Sadritdinov,
10 pp, (pp 685-691).

The Pharmacology of Some 2-, 3-Mono- and 2, 3-
Disubstituted Quinuclidines, by I. M. Sharapov,
11 pp, (pp 691-698).

The Pharmacology of 5-Methoxytryptamine
Hydrochloride Mexamine, by M. D. Mashkovskiy,
G. S. Arutyunyan, 11 pp.

The Effect of Gibberellic Acid on the Ergot Claviceps
Purpurea Tul. in a Saprophytic and Parasitic Culture,
by N. I. Ostrovskiy, A. I. Shalagina, et al, 6 pp,
RUSSIAN, per, Fiziologiya Rasteniy, Vol VIII, No 3,

Combined Effect of Vibration and Noise on the
Human Organism, by A. A. Arkad'evskiy, 7 pp,
RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, No 10, 1962, pp 25-28.
968 3294

Effect of Microquantities of Stable Strontium
on Mineral Metabolism and Uptake of SR90, by
V. A. Knizhnikov, P. P. Bugryshev, 12 pp,
RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, Vol XXVIII, No 2, 1963,
pp 19-25.

Building up the Resistance of Boarding School
Students by Ultraviolet Irradiation, by
T. P. Bezverkhaya, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Gig i San, Vol XXVIII, No 4, 1963,
pp 94-96.
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Seriya Biol.

No 6, 1962, pp 857-868. 9683278
Nucleic Acids and Evolution in Algae, by
G. P. Serenkov, 18 pp.


The Genetics of Tumor Cells, by Yu. M. Olenov, 26 pp.

Effect of Environmental Conditions on the Heritability of Characteristics, by G. A. Stakan, A. A. Soskin, 7 pp.

On a Combination of Leukosis With Pregnancy, by V. V. Akkerman, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Klin Med, Vol XXXVIII, No 1, 1960, pp 103-107. 9208187
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Selected Articles from the Russian Periodical Mikrobiologiya.

Vol XXXI, No 6, 1962.
On the Advisability of Using Bacterial Fertilizers, by M. T. Kvaratskheliya, 8 pp, (pp 1102-1106).

The Role of Synchronous Cultures in the Biology of Chlorella and Their Practical Use, by S. V. Goryunova, G. N. Rzhanova, 18 pp, (pp 1107-1117).


Ecological Study and Classification of Plant Groups, by L. Ramenskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Moskov Obshch Ispytatelei Prirody Byul., Otdel Biolog., Vol LVIII, No 1, 1953, pp 35-54.

New Apparatus for the Determination of Air Humidity in Animal Holes and Bird Nests at a Distance, by V. Sokolov.
RUSSIAN, per, Moskov Obshch Ispytatelei Prirody Byul., Otdel Biolog., No 1, 1961, pp 115-119.

Reproduction of Water Fleas as Affected by Concentration of Bacteria, by Ye. F. Manuylova, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Nauch Dok Vysshoy Shkoly, Biolog Nauk, No 2, 1962, pp 32-35.

RUSSIAN, per, Nauch Dok Vysshoy Shkoly, Biolog Nauk, No 1, 1963, pp 7-11.


RUSSIAN, per, Pediatriya, No 1, 1963, pp 3-7.
Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Rybnoye Khozyaystvo.

No 9, 1960.
Tasks of the State Scientific Research Institute of Lake and River Fishing (GosNIORKh), by P. L. Pirozhnikov, 13 pp. (pp 7-12).

Tasks of the Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of Fishing (UNIIRKh), by V. A. Murin, 5 pp, (pp 12-16).

No 1, 1962.
Saury, by S. I. Apanovich, 7 pp, (pp 9-13).


No 2, 1962.
Improving the Technology of the Fishing Industry, 12 pp, (pp 3-9).

The Expediency of Acclimatization of the Chinese Perch and the Erythroculter Erythropterus in the Inland Waters of the European Part of the USSR, by T. L. Kovalik, 7 pp, (pp 19-23).

No 6, 1962.
Comprehensive Mechanization and Automation -- the Main Line of Development of the Fishing Industry, 9 pp, (pp 3-7).

World Oceanic Fishing Resources, by G. V. Martinsen, 10 pp, (pp 15-21).


Advancing International Relations in the Fishing Industry, 6 pp.

Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Sovetskaya Botanika, Vol XII, No 4, 5, 1944.

Chemical Burns of the Stomach and Their Treatment,
by A. S. Komarov, S. I. Kotomina, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sovet Medit, Vol XXVI, No 12, 1962,
pp 13-16.

Certain Problems of Soviet Medicine, by S. M. Pavlenko,
11 pp.

Training the Mind for Science and Creativity, by
A. Veynik, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Tekhnika Molodezhi, No 3, 1963,

Radioactive Contaminations of Biosphere and Measures
of Correlating Same.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Ak Nauk SSSR Iralskiy Filial; Inst
Biollogii Sbornik Rabot Laboratori Laborati Biofiziki, No 4,
1962.

Transactions of the Murmansk Institute of Marine
Biology.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Ak Nauk SSSR, Murmanskii Morskoy
Biollogicheskii Institut, No 3(7), 1961.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Trudy Baltiyskiy Nauch-Issled Inst Morskogo Rybnogo
Khoz i Oceanograf.

Distribution of Commercial Fish Shoals in the
Southern Baltic in Winter and Spring, 1956,
by N. P. Biryukov, (pp 3-33).

Feeding Conditions and Growth of the Sprat, by
N. I. Nikolayev, (pp 34, 35).

On the Causes of Fluctuation of Catches of Sprat
in Vistinsk Bay, by A. V. Selotskaya, (pp 46-57).

State of Abundance of Salaka and Sprats in the
Southern Part of the Baltic Sea, by A. V. Selotskaya,
(pp 111-117).

Induction of Certain Symptoms of Atropine Psychosis
in Animals and Their Significance, by M. A. Goldenberg.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Gosudarstvennyi Med Inst, Vol XXIX,
1957.
Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)


A New Fish of the Lumpfish Family Found at a Depth of More Than Seven Kilometers, by A. P. Andriyashev, 5 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Okeanolog Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XII, 1955, pp 340-344. 9207139 OTS 61-31030 P1-480

Larvae of Mackerel-Like Fish, Pisces, Scombriformes From the Indian Ocean, by N. N. Gorbunova, 35 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Inst Okeanolog, Vol LXII, 1963, pp 68-95. JPRS 19784


Biological Basis of the Rational Conduct of Fishing, by L. S. Berdichevskiy, 31 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Soveschaniy Ikhtiolog Komissii, No 13, 1961, pp 44-68. JPRS 19711

Resolution of the Conference on the Dynamics of Fish Populations, 7 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Soveschaniy Ikhtiolog Komissii, No 13, 1961, pp 487-492. JPRS 19711

Fishes of the Okhotsk Sea, by P. Yu. Shmidt. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tikhookeanskogo Komiteta, 1950. *Inst of Fisheries Vancouver

Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)


Certain Results of the Development of Space Biology, by G. P. Mikhaylovskiy, 7 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 12, 1962, pp 105-108. 9683288


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Voprosy Ikhtiologii.

No 11, 1958, pp 171-180. 9207139


Radiation Injury to Carp Gonads, by N. V. Cherfas, 18 pp, (pp 104-115).

Breeding of Vimba Vimba Carinata Rallas in the Dnieper After Construction of the Kakhovskaya Hydroelectric Station, by V. I. Vladimirov, 15 pp, (pp 116-126).
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Voprosy Ikhtiologiy. (Contd)

Vol II, No 1(22), 1962.


Seasonal Blood Changes in Fish of the Rybinsk Reservoir, by L. I. Smirnova, (pp 677-686).


Some Data on Feeding in the Barents Sea Cod, by M. I. Tarverdyeva, (pp 703-716).


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Voprosy Virusologii.

No 1, 1962.
Luminescent Microscopy Study of Tissue Culture Cells During the Initial Phase of Their Interaction With Sendai Virus, by A. G. Bukrinskaya, F. I. Yershov, 8 pp, (pp 18-22).


No 2, 1962.
Luminescent Microscopy Study of the Formation of Incomplete Sendai Virus in a Tissue Culture Treated With Proflavine, by A. G. Bukrinskaya, 7 pp, (pp 140-144).

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical
Zhur Mikrobiol Epidemiol i Immunobiol.

No 6, 1962, pp 103-107.
The Effectiveness of Fluorescence and Phase-Contrast Bacterioscopic Diagnosis of Tuberculosis, by I. K. Tsellarius, K. V. Shmaliy, 7 pp.


No 9, 1962, pp 77-82.
Experience of Using Fluorescent Antibodies for the Accelerated Diagnosis of Typhoid Fever and Paratyphoids, by I. V. Osipova, 9 pp.

No 12, 1962.
On the Natural Occurrence of Leptospirosis Foci, by V. S. Kiktenko, (pp 49-54).


No 1, 1963, pp 52-57.


Use of Interference-Separator Mirrors in Fluorescent Microscopy, by Ye. M. Brumberg, T. N. Krylova, 8 pp.


Development of General Problems of Biology in Russia, by I. Ye. Amlinskiy, 12 pp.
Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

The Natural Focus of Trichinosis in the Arctic, by G. G. Smirnov, 10 pp.


Microbiology in China, and in Particular, Virological Research at the Institute for Microbiology in Wuhan, by Kao Shang-yin, 8 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Priroda, Vol XI, No 6, Nov/Dec 1962, pp 108-112. JPRS 19523

Effect of Small Doses of Beta-Rays From Radioactive Phosphorus on the Organism of Sheep, by F. V. Zakharova.
BULGARIAN, per, Zhivotnovodstvo, Vol XXI, No 11, 1959, pp 83-88. NZDIA

Recent Developments in Anesthesia in China as Viewed in Articles Received by This Journal, by Shang To-yen, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-hua Wai-k'o Ts'ao-chih, Vol X, No 12, 5 Dec 1962, pp 773, 774. JPRS 19258

Etiology and Mechanism of High Fever Developed After Cervical Spinal Sections, by Wu Tsu-yao, T'an Fu-sheng, 10 pp.
CHINESE, per, Chung-hua Wai-k'o Ts'ao-chih, Vol X, No 12, 5 Dec 1962, pp 790-792. JPRS 19258

CROATIAN, per, Tehnika, No 4, 1963, pp 779-782. JPRS 19545

Lactic Acid Fermentation, by E. Buntova, et al.
CZECH, per, Biologija, Vol XV, No 5, 1960, pp 354-361. CSIRO/No 6114

Cultivation of Pasteurella Tularensis on a Simple Liquid Medium, by Bohumir Lukas, 8 pp.
CZECH, per, Ceskoslovenska Epidemiologie, Mikrobiologie, Immunologie, No 11, July 1962, pp 246-253. US Army Biol Lab

The Urinary Excretion of Noradrenaline and Adrenaline During Muscular Exercise, by N. T. Karki, R. Vasama.
FINNISH, per, Sotilslanketieleelline Aikakauslehti, Vol XXXIV, 1959, pp 59-69. NII 2-9-63
Scientific Biological & Medical Sciences (Cont'd)

On the Extraordinary Degrees of Heat Which Man and Animals are Capable of Resisting, by M. Tillet. FRENCH, bk, Memorires de L'Academie Royale, 1764, pp 186-205.


Isolation of Bacteriophage Receptor Substances From Shigellae, by J. Beumer, J. Birkx, 5 pp. FRENCH, per, Annales de l'Institut Pasteur, Vol XCVIII, No 6, pp 910-914.


The Diagnosis of Viral Pneumonopathies. Laboratory Aspect, by Monique Reginster. FRENCH, per, Bruxelles-Medical, Vol XLI, No 43, 1961, pp 1530-1535.


Infectious and in Particular Viral Etiology of Multiple Sclerosis Role of Macrogia, by P. Guiraud. FRENCH, per, 1'Encephale, Vol LI, No 3, 1962, pp 205-231.


Lichens, by G. Lindau. GERMAN, bk, Kryptogamenflora fuer Anfangar, Dritter Band, 1923, pp 102-120.


Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)


The Milk Trisaccharide Cleavable by Viruses of the Influenza Group, by Richard Kuhn, Reinhard Brossmer.
GERMAN, per, Chemische Berichte, No 92, 1959, pp 1667-1671.

Hypodynamic Energeto-Dynamic Cardiac Insufficiency in Clinical Practice, by R. Hegglin.


Formation of Resin Pockets, by A. Frey-Wyssling.
GERMAN, per, Holz als Roh- und Werkstoff, No 19, 1938, pp 329-332.

Chronic Hyperosmolality Accompanying Brain Damage, Based on a Case of Cyclopean Ventricle, by W. Droese, Helga Stolley, et al.
GERMAN, per, Klinische Wochenschrift, Vol XXXVII, No 17, 1959, pp 918-926.

Considerations on the Present Situation of Hoof-and Mouth Disease in the German Democratic Republic, by A. Heinig. 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Monatshafte fuer Veterinarmedizin, Vol XVIII, No 8, 15 Apr 1963.

Concerning the Question of the Quantitative Characteristics of Nutrition of the Working Class, by P. Pencev, N. Milev.

NRC/Ref: C-4014

NIH 2-65-63

NIH 2-7-63

CSIRO/No 6067
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JPRS 19689
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Tobacco Smoking and Pulmonary Tuberculosis, by Matthias Winkelmann. GERMAN, per, Tuberkulosearzt, No 11, 1957, pp 243-248.

The Value of Cytological Diagnosis in Urology, by A. Suppan. GERMAN, per, Urol Int, No 12, 1961, pp 307-327.


Persistance of the Vaccine Virus After Smallpox Vaccination. Also a Contribution to the Problem of Vaccinal Immunity, by W. Ehrengut.

Behaviour of Chamois in the Enclosure, by W. Nel.
GERMAN, per, Z fuer Jagdwissenschaft, Vol VIII, No 1, 1962, pp 32-34.

Epidemic Blindness in Chamois, by G. Niethammer.


Studies on the Structure of the Cranial Bone, by Rudolf Mair.

Electronmicroscopic Studies on the Connective Tissue of the Joint Capsule, by Horst Cotta.

Histological Demonstration of a Nervous Transmission of Signals From the Adrenal Cortex to the Hypothalamus, by B. Halasz, J. Szantagothai.
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Technique for Measuring the pH of the Rumen Contents, by R. Matscher, et al.
ITALIAN, per, Archivio Veterinario Italiano, Vol VIII, No 6, 1957, pp 513-534.


Volatile Components of Heated Edible Oils, Volatile Products of Soy-Bean Oil, by B. Toi.

Mode of Distribution of Plants in Plant Communities Expressed by the Equation D = Aexp(-x), by K. Suzuki.
JAPANESE, per, Medicine and Biology, Vol LX, No 4, 1961, pp 89-91.

Archives of Immunology and Experimental Therapy, by Ludwik Hirszfeld, 477 pp.

POLISH, per, Fragmenta Faunistica Musei Zoolosici Poloniae, Vol I, No 13, 1931, pp 361-369. 9207846

The Effectiveness of Different Methods of Evoking Polyploidy by Applying Various Methods of Colchicine Treatment, by Barbara Nowak, 38 pp.
POLISH, per, Hodowla Roslin, Aklimatyzacja i Nasiennictwo, Vol II, No 2, 1958, pp 235-258. 9207853

POLISH, per, Medycyna Weterynaryjna, Vol XIII, No 9, 1957, pp 526-532. 9207852

Contribution to the Fauna of Tenthredinoidea in Poland, by Jerzy Obarski, 11 pp.
POLISH, per, Polskie Pismo Entomologiczne, Vol X, No 1, 1931, pp 40-49. 9206586
Scientific
Biological & Medical Sciences (Contd)

Attempt to Apply the Point Method for the Determination of the Sward Density, by J. Filipek.

Field and Laboratory Investigations on the Honey Fungus Armillaria Mellea Vahl Quel, by Karol Manka, 87 pp.
POLISH, per, Prace Inst Badawczego Lesnictwa, No 94, 1953, pp 1-96. 9207844

POLISH, per, Roczniki Nauk Lesnych, Vol XIII, 1955, pp 45-55. 9208368

The Influence of Low Doses of X-Rays on Some Species of Higher Plants, by Helena Birecka, Wieslaw Szymanska, 12 pp.
POLISH, per, Roczniki Nauk Rolniczych, Vol LXXIX, Ser A, No 3, 1959, pp 911-925. 9207849

POLISH, per, Rozprawy Hydrotechniczne, No 4, 1958, pp 169-180. 9206375

Function of the Kidneys in Duffuse Glomerulonephritis, by Tadeusz Orlowski, 103 pp.
POLISH, per, Rozprawy Komitetu Nauk Medycznych, Vol I, 1956, pp 1-120. 9207847

Selected Articles From the Polish Periodical Rozprawy Wydzialu Nauk Medycznych.

Vol I, 1958, pp 1-84. 9207855
Functional Kidney Examinations by Means of the Sodium Thiosulfate Clearance Degree, by Henryk Baraban, 57 pp.

Vol II, 1958, pp 1-67. 9207858
Pneumonia in Children up to Three Years of Age Pathomorphological Assay, by Danuta Szymanska, 61 pp.

Vol I, 1960, pp 1-196. 9207858
Inhibition of Histamino Hypotensive Effects by Adrenalin, by Jerzy Litwin, 134 pp.

Vol II, 1960, pp 1-232. 9207857
Regressive Changes in Multiform Glioma, by Maria Ojak, 176 pp.
Study of the Persistence of Blood Group Antigens in Cells Cultured in Vitro and Their Possible Use as Genetic Markers, by L. De Carli, G. Modiano, et al.

Nuclear Inclusions in Malignant Tumors, by L. Pecchiasl, S. D'Ancona.
ITALIAN, per, Instituto Lombardo di Scienze Biologiche e Mediche, (Bend. Sc.) 1961, pp 424-430.

Alterations of the Mesenchymal Ground Substance in Psoriasis, by E. Keining, O. Braun-Falco.
ITALIAN, per, Minerva Dermatologica, Vol XXXIV, No 5, 1959, pp 235-244.

Culture Experiments on HeLa Cells in Cases of Molluscum Contagiosum, Verruca Vulgaris, and Pemphigus Bullosus and Vegetans, by Antonio Sapuppo, Delia Rizzu.

Poisonous Fishes and Plants in the Tropics, by Toshio Kumada.
JAPANESE, bk,

Plants of Marcus Island, by Yoshitada Yabe.
JAPANESE, per, Botanical Magazine, Vol XVI, No 189, 1902, p 258.

Caulorpa Species in the South Seas, by Yukio Yamada.
JAPANESE, per, Kagaku Nanyo, Vol III, No 2, 1940, pp 11-23.

Studies on Experimentally Produced Bacterial Endocarditis: Relation Between Mucopolysaccharide and Production of the Disease, by Jun Abe.
JAPANESE, per, Keio Igaku, Vol XXXVI, No 10, 1959, pp 1287-1304.

Histologic Findings in Rabbit Adrenals From Experimental Methanol Poisoning, by Ikuo Ando, Nobuaki Sasano.

Clinical, Pathological and Pathogenic Distinctive Characteristics of Acute or Subacute Diffuse Glomerulonephritis, by H. L. de Oliveria, Jose Filho, 5 pp.
Evolution of Nephropathy, Produced in Rats With Antipulmonary Serum, by J. S. Laus Filho, Walter Hadler, 7 pp. 


Nature of the Pastures Where Derriengue is Found, by Jose L. Hernandez. 

A New Prostesis for Breast Hypoplasia, by Ernesto Walbec. 

Prevention and Treatment of Acute Radiation Sickness in Dogs With the Aid of Sodium Gallato, by O. O. Horodetskiiy, V. A. Baraboy, 6 pp. 

Scientific Chemistry

RUSSIAN, bk, Fosfidy, Iz Ak Nauk Ukrain SSR, Kiev, 1961, pp 3-4, 45-54, 68-70, 114-118. 9683298

RUSSIAN, bk, Proyektirovanie Rekuperatsii Letuchikh Rastvoriteley s Adsorberami Periodicheskogo Deystviya, Moscow, 1961, pp 13-18, 228-234. 9683118

Radiation Biochemistry, by A. M. Kuzin.
RUSSIAN, bk, Radiatsionnaya Biokhimiya, Moscow, 1962, 333 pp. *FTD-TT-63-661

RUSSIAN, bk, Spektral'noye Opredeleniye Redkikh i Rasseyanых Elementov, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1962, pp 204-238. 9683272

RUSSIAN, bk, Tekhnologiya Keramiki i Ogneuporov, Gosudarstvennaya Izdatel'stvo Literatury po Stroitel'stvu, Arkhitektury i Stroitel'nym Materialam, Moscow, 1962, pp 374-398, 406-409, 421-429. 9683139

Selected Articles From the Russian Book Trudy Ak Nauk Ukrayin SSR, Inst Metal i Spetsial'nykh Splavov. Seminar po Zharostoykim Materialam, No 6, 1961. 9683117


Scientific
Chemistry (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Book
Trudy Ak Nauk Ukrayin RSR, Inst Metall i
Specialnykh Splavov. Seminar po Zharostoykim
Materialam, No 6, 1961. 9683117 (Contd) FTD-TT-62-1825

Chemical Properties and Methods of Analyzing
Chromium Carbides, by T. Ya. Kosoplapova,
G. V. Samsonov, 8 pp.

Chemical Properties and Methods of Analyzing
Borides of Transition and Rare-Earth Metals,
by L. N. Kugay, 10 pp.

The Problem of the Presence of Devitrite in
Foam Glass, by R. L. Shuster, T. I. Polyakova,
6 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Trudy Inst Stroitel'stva i
Stroymaterialov, No 2, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR,
Alma-Ata, 1959, pp 163-166. 9683276 FTD-TT-63-275

Contents of the Crystalline Phase in Foam
Glass in Relation to Certain Factors, by
RUSSIAN, bk, Trudy Inst Stroitel'stva i
Stroymaterialov, No 2, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR,
Alma-Ata, 1959, pp 179-182. 9683276 FTD-TT-63-275

Development Trends in the Production of Chemical
Current Source, by I. Fabionavichus.
RUSSIAN, bk, Voprosy Usovorshonstvovaniya
ID 2235135

An Industrial Bubbling Column for the Production
of Sulfurous Acid Using Calcium Hydroxide, by
M. D. Babushkina, E. V. Babayev, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, por, Rum Prom, No 6, 1959, pp 12-15.
9207841 OTS 63-11088 PL-480

Oxygen Depolarisation Rate in Atmospheric
Corrosion of Metals, by I. L. Rosenfeld,
K. A. Zhigalova, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, por, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Fiz Khimia,
Vol XCIX, No 1, 1954, pp 137-140. CSIR Tr No 256

A Study of the Mechanism of the Effect of
Prior Irradiation on Thermal Decomposition of
Silver Oxalate Containing a Cadmium Admixture,
RUSSIAN, por, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXLV,
No 1, 1962, pp 122-124. 9207649 AEC-Tr-5673
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)


RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved Khim i Kim Tekh, No 2, 1959, pp 827-833.

Surface-Active Substances and Their Application, by P. A. Rehinder, 19 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khim Nauka i Prom, Vol IV, No 5, 1959, pp 554-565. 9207842


RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Flot, No 7, 1961, pp 27, 28. 9683149

Service Performance of Circonium Oxide Nozzles in the Continuous Casting of Steel, by V. M. Strelets, et al.

RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, No 4, 1963, pp 29-35.

The Dissociation Pressure of In₂S₃, by N. A. Kvorostukhiana, I. K. Skobyev.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Akad Nauk SSSR Vostochno-Sibirskiy Filial, No 41, 1962, pp 72-77.
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Contribution to the Problem of Chemical Biochemistry, by A. V. Sigrist.

RUSSIAN, per, Zhur Obshch Khim, Vol XXXII, 1962, pp 3676-3681. 9207251


Identification of Organic Compounds XXI.
Studies on the Paper Chromatography of Aliphatic Amines, by M. Vecara, J. Gasparic.
CZECH, per, Collection of Czech Chemical Communications, Vol XXIV, 1951, pp 463-472.


Examination of Protein in Pathological Urines by Filter Paper Electrophoresis, by D. Wiedermann.

The High-Temperature Oxidation of Magnesium-Beryllium Alloys, by V. E. Ivanov, V. F. Zelenskiy, et al.

NIH 2-49-63

AEC-UCRL-Tr-939

ABC-Tr-5654

NZDIA

*AEC-Tr-5720

PANSDOC/Ref 484

AERE-Harwell 913


Selected Articles From the French Periodical Comptes Rendus Academia des Sciences.

Vol CCXLIII, 1956, pp 1769-1772.
The Sulphides and Polysulphides of the Rare Earth Series, by M. Picon, M. Patrie.


Specific Rate of Oxidation in Air and Carbon Dioxide of Various Purified Graphites, by F. M. Lang, 5 pp, (pp 1511-1513).


Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Syntheses of the Isoflavone Pseudo-Apigenin, by E. Spath, E. Lederer.
GERMAN, per, Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft, Vol LXIII, 1930, pp 743-748. CIRO/No 6028

GERMAN, per, Chem Prumysl, Vol X(35), No 10, 1960, pp 521-525. 9207695

Peptide Structure Elucidation by the Use of Phenyl Isothiocyanate - [335], by Emile Cherbuliez, 9 pp.


Some Relationships in the Pressing of Tungsten Dioxide Powders, by L. Jakesova, M. Pour.
GERMAN, per, Hutnicke Listy, Vol XVIII, No 3, 1953, pp 193-196. 9207656

Apparent Specific Volume of Filamentary Poly-electrolytes in Solution, by H. Inagaki, A. Teramoto.

The Question of Bonding in the Rare Earth Hydrides, by K. Dialer, 6 pp.
GERMAN, per, Monatshefte fuer Chemie, Vol LXXIX, 1948, pp 311-315. 9207656

GERMAN, per, Monatschefte fuer Chemie, Vol XCIII, No 5, 1962, pp 1000-1004. 9207628

GERMAN, per, Neue Hunte, Jan 1963, pp 31-35. 9207628

Indicator Systems for Vanadium Komplexonatbasis, by I. Sajo.
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Experiments on the Evaporation of Thin Films of Liquid, by R. Bressler.

CSIRO/No 5860


TIL T 5368

GERMAN, per, Z fuer Elektrochemie, Vol LXII, No 10, 1958, pp 1075-1082. 9207230

ABC-NP-Tr-977


CSIRO/No 6095


AEC-Tr-5511

Elimination of Phosphate Effect in the Determination of Calcium by Flame Photometry, by M. Filcek.

NzdIA

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Z fuer Physikalische Chemie.
Vol CCXII, 1959.

NzdIA

Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Z fuer Physikalische Chemie. (Contd)


Vol CCCXXVII, No 2, 6, 1962, pp 135-143. *AERE-Harwell Tr-1852
The Nature of the Changes Observed in Stored, Carrier-Free Na131I Solutions, by O. Eichler, M. Hobel, et al.

Colorimetric Determination of Aluminium, Iron and Titanium in Cements, by M. Wallraf. NZDIA

EDTA Titration of Aluminium, Iron and Titanium in Cement, by M. Wallraf. NZDIA

HINDI, per, Vijnana Parishad Anusandhan Patrika, Vol IV, 1961, pp 149-160. 9208269

Education in Chemical Engineering at Veszprem Chemical Industry University, by Karoly Polinszky, 32 pp. JPRS 19498

Revised Curriculum of the School of Chemical Engineering of Budapest Technical University, by Gyorgy Varsanyi, 14 pp. JPRS 19498

Training of Mechanical Engineers for the Chemical Industry at the Miskolc Heavy Industry Technical University, by Gyorgy Fabry, 6 pp. JPRS 19498

Report on a Study Tour to the German Democratic Republic, by Gyorgyne Kliment, 19 pp. JPRS 19533
HUNGARIAN, per, Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia Kenesi Tudomanyok Osztalyak Kozelemyei, Vol XIX, No 1, 1963, pp 107-120.
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Report on a Study Tour to Leningrad, by
Rezsone Moldvai, 10 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia Kemiai
Tudomanyok Osztalyanak Koziemnemek, Vol XIX, No 1,
1963, pp 121-126. JPRS 19533

Design of Tubular Catalytic Fixed Bed Reactors,
by Sergio Carra, Maria Paola Stabilini, 7 pp.
ITALIAN, per, La Chimica e Industria, Vol XLIV,
No 8, 1962, pp 851-855. 9208228 ABC-Tr-5716

Selected Articles From the Italian Periodical
Gazzetta Chimica Italiana.

Vol XXX, 1900, pp 89-96. 9206078
Action of Bromoform and Chloroform on Some
Pyrobes, by O. Bocchi, 10 pp.

Solutions of Alkali Metals in Liquid Ammonia
Part V. Chemical Characteristics, by
Leonello Paoloni, 8 pp, (pp 529-536). 9207687

Solutions of Alkali Metals in Liquid Ammonia
Part VI. Theoretical Explanation, by
Leonello Paoloni, 17 pp, (pp 787-803). 9207634

Solutions of Alkali Metals in Liquid Ammonia.
Part VII. The Electron Structure of the
Species Present in Sodium Solutions, by
Leonello Paoloni, 19 pp, (pp 1063-1084). 9208274

Determination of the Tannanis in Wine by
Ultraviolet Spectrophotometry, by G. Margheri.
ITALIAN, per, Revista di Viticoltura e di
Enologia, Vol XIII, 1960, pp 401-406. CSIRO/No 6212

Mutual Friction in Helium II, by T. Inoue,
5 pp. JAPANESE, per, Bussairon Kenkyu, No 69, 1953,
pp 20-25. 9207684 AEC-Tr-5660

Heavy Hydrogen Exchange reaction Between
P-Xylene and Heavy Water due to a Nickel
Catalyst, by K. Hirota, et al.
JAPANESE, per, Japanese Chemical Journal,
Vol LXXI, No 3, 1960, pp 362-366. CSIRO/No 5971
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

Studies on the Velocity of Reduction of Nitro-Compounds and Their Homolog When These Are Reduced by Titanium Trichloride, by E. Imoto. JAPANESE, per, Journal of Chemical Society of Japan, Industrial Chem Section, Vol LIX, 1956, pp 92-94.


Toxicity of EDTA Salt. (Disodium Ethylenediamine Tetraacetic Acid), by Shoji Shibata. JAPANESE, per, Nihon Yakurigaku Zasshi, Vol LII, 1956, pp 113-120.


Use of a Plasma Generator for the Spectroscopic Analysis of Titanium-Base Alloys, by E. Vainshtein, V. V. Korolev, et al., 9 pp.


Development of the Plastics Industry in the USSR, by Mikhail Garbar, 12 pp.


Determination of Aldehydes in Glycerol by Chromatography, by Halina Gryenberg, Hanna Jarnuszkiewicz, 12 pp.

Polish, per, Prace Instytutów i Laboratoriów Badawczych Przemysłu Spozynowego, Vol VIII, No 5, 1958, pp 55-66. 9206584

Determination of Benzene, Toluene and Xylenes in a Mixture, by Leszek Grzelewski, Stanislaw Ciborowski, 13 pp.

Polish, per, Przemysł Chemiczny, Vol XI(34), No 7, 1955, pp 375-380. 9206577

Characteristics and Evaluation of Strongly Alkaline Anion Exchangers. II. Investigation of Thermostability, by Rajmund Dybczynski, 10 pp.

Polish, per, Przemysł Chemiczny, Vol XXXVIII, No 4, 1959, pp 216-220. 9208375

Studies on Benzene Hydrogenation to Cyclohexane, by Stanislaw Ciborowski, 8 pp.

Polish, per, Przemysł Chemiczny, Vol XXXIX, No 4, 1960, pp 228-231. 9208373

Determination of Lactic Acid by Oxidation With Ceric Sulphate, by J. F. C. Lucas.

Spanish, per, Sociedad Española de Fisica y Quimica Anales, Vol L B, 1954, pp 535-538. 9207719
Scientific Chemistry (Contd)

UKRAINIAN, per, Ukrain Fiz Zhur, Vol VII, 1962, pp 602-617. 9208233

The Role of Magnese in the Electrolysis of Zinc Sulphate Solutions, by Z. A. Sheka, K. F. Karlysheva.


UKRAINIAN, per, Ukrain Khim Zhur, Vol XXVII, No 5, 1962, pp 565-570. 9207639

Earth Sciences & Astronomy

A. I. Voeykov and Problems in Climatology, by M. I. Budyko, 92 pp.

Bibliographic Index of Geodetic Literature for 40 Years, by Ye. F. Balikov.

Empirical Relation Between Total Radiation and Cloudiness, by Ivo Ponzar.

Artificial Earth Satellites.
RUSSIAN, bk, Iskusstvennaye Sputniki Zemli, Moscow, No 13, 1962, pp 1-6, 85-122.

New Achievements in the Use of Aerial Photography for the Geographic Study of the Terrain, by L. M. Gol'dman, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Ispol'sovanie Topograficheskikh Kartograficheskikh Issledovanii, 1958, pp 31-36.
Scientific
Earth Sciences & Astronomy (Contd)

Numerical Method of Forecasting the Upper Pressure Field, by N. N. Bel’skaya, P. K. Dushkin.

Meteorology for the Pilot, by I. V. Kramchenko.

Factors Determining the Development of Phytoplankton in Water Basins, by K. A. Gusev.


Relief of the Edge Zone of the Moon, by A. A. Gerynya, V. K. Drofa.
RUSSIAN, bk, Rel’ef Krayevoy Zony Luny, Kiev, 1962. ACIC

Some Characteristics of Thick Cumuli Near Lake Sevan, by A. P. Chuvayev.


Radio Observations of the Partial Solar Eclipse 15.2.61 at a Wavelength of 1.5 m, by N. Barubashov.
RUSSIAN, per, Astron Observ, Kharkov Univ. No 24, 1961, pp 35-38. CSIRO/No 6182
On the Degree of Polarization of the Near Extragalactic Nebulae and of the Crab Nebula, by M. A. Vashakidze. 
RUSSIAN, per, Astron Tsirkulyar, No 147, Mar 1954, pp 11-13.


RUSSIAN, per, Geologiya i Razvedka, No 2, 1962, pp 36-50.

Determining the Tensor of Pressure Buildup During Blast by Experimental Seismic Investigation Data, by M. A. Mikulinskiy, P. S. Mironov, 7 pp. 
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vyshshikh Ucheb Zaved, Gornyi Zhur, No 11, 1960, pp 69-72. 9207589

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vyshshikh Ucheb Zaved, Stroitel i Arkhitektura, Vol VI, 1958, pp 70-75. 9669144

The Rocket Carriers Are Living for the Ocean. 

Status and Perspectives of Development Hydrometeorological Service in the USSR, by E. K. Fedorov. 
RUSSIAN, per, Met i Gid, No 3, 1963, pp 3-12.

Observations of the Partial Solar Eclipse With the Large Pulkovo Radio Telescope on 15-2, 1961, by V. Gol'nev. 
The Structure of the Earth's Crust in the Zone of Transition From the Asian Continent to the Pacific Ocean, by A. G. Gayanov, L. P. Smirnov, 16 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Soviet Geologiya, No 3, 1963, pp 108-118. JPRS 19567


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Trudy Glav Geofiz Observ, imeni A. I. Voyzykova.


Variations in the Total Content of Atmospheric Ozone in Depressions and Anticyclones, by Gui-chin', (pp 19-36). NLL M 5081

No 125, 1962, pp 54-57. 9683462

No 134, 1962. Tropopause Waves in Upper Latitudes During International Geophysical Year, by M. P. Churinova, 47 pp (pp 38-74). JPRS 19275


Amer Meteorol Soc T-R-390
Scientific Earth Sciences & Astronomy (Contd)


Vertical Rate of Air Movement Over Caucasian Districts, by S. U. Guniya. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Thilissk Nauch-Issled Gidrom Institut, No 10, 1962, pp 117-120. *FTD-TT-63-709

Transactions of the Third Congress of the All-Union Astronomic-Geodetic Society, April 6-11, 1960, RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Tret'ego S'yesda Vsesoyuznogo Astronomo-Geodeticheskogo Obshchestva, 6-11 Apr 1960, 1962, pp 83-104; 107-118; 116-156. ACIC


New Methods of Establishing a Thermodynamic Scale in the Low Temperature Region, Leningrad, by A. Brodsky. RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Vses Nauch Issled Inst Metrologii, No 49, 1960, pp 24-29. CIIRO/No 5921
Scientific Earth Sciences & Astronomy (Contd)

Problem of Applying Glow Discharge to Anemometry, by S. N. Kutin, I. G. Chudakov.
RUSSIAN, per, Uchenye Zapisky Saratovskogo University, No 70, 1961, pp 193-205.

Antarctica in the Light of New Data, by D. I. Shcherbakov.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 8, 1962, pp 39-45.

RUSSIAN, per, Znaniye-Sila, No 3, 1963, pp 46-49.

Projective Method for the Transformation of Triaxial Ellipsoids With Nonparallel Axes, by Pick Milos.

Geology of Africa, by Raymond Furon.
FRENCH, bk, 377 pp.

Gravity Measurements and Gravity Anomalies, by E. Riedmann.

GERMAN, rpt, Heinrich-Hertz-Institut fuer Schwingungsforschung, Mitt, pp 1-23.

GERMAN, bk, Wissenschaftliche Referate, No 38, 1961, pp 113.

The Determination of Geoid From the Gravity Values, and the Theory of Molodensky, by K. Arnold.

Askania Control System for the Australian 210-Foot Radiotelescope, by C. Kalweit.
Scientific Earth Sciences & Astronomy (Contd)

On Earth Surface Conditions and Atmospheric Diffusion Processes, by F. Wippermann. 

Earth Pressure Theories for Cohesive Soils, 
by C. F. Kollbrunner. 

Hristow's Differential Formulas for the Conversion of Ellipsoids and Connections According to Helmert, by Eggert Jordan. 

Gold in Oceanwater, by Fritz Haber. 

GERMAN, per, Z für Flugwissenschaft, Vol X, No 1, 1962, pp 1-17. 


GERMAN, per, Z für Naturforschung, Vol XVIIa, 1962, pp 921-924. 9207660 

Properties of Soils, by U. Schwartmann. 

JAPANESE, rpt, Aeronautic Research Institute Tokyo University, Japan, 1960. 

The Distribution of Stress in the Lining of a Circular Shaft, by Ko Suzuki. 
JAPANESE, per, Journal of Mining and Metallurgical Institute of Japan, Vol LXV, No 733, 1949, pp 118-123. 
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Earth Pressure on the Boundary of a Horizontal Elliptic Hole in the Ground, by Ko Suzuki.


A Method of Forecasting the Inflow of Flood Wave to Water Reservoirs, by Maria Boczek, Andrzej Kiclan, 5 pp.
POLISH, per, Gazeta Obserwatora Pihm, No 10, 1958, pp 12-15. 9206587

POLISH, per, Roczniki Gleboznawce, Vol IX, 1960, pp 87-101. 9207850

Displacement of Soil and the Shape of Cultivated Fields, by Roman Hlibowicki, 17 pp.
POLISH, per, Roczniki Nauk Rolniczych, Vol LXXI, No 1, 1955, pp 90-109. 9206583

Topographic - Isostatic Reduction for the Hayford Numbered Zones - Southern Brazil, by Camil Gemael.
SPANISH, per, Boletim da Universidade do Paresa, No 5, 1962.

SWEDISH, rpt, Rijkswaterstaat Deltadienst Waterloopkundige Afdeling Rapport, No 8, Dec 1961. 9207691

Electronics

Tuning and Testing of Radar Apparatus, by Y. I. Berman, B. M. Gol'kin.

Scientific Electronics (Contd)

Linear Capacity Storage Devices, by V. G. Brovchenko, 9 pp.

Selected Articles From the Russian Monograph
Elektronnyye Vychislitel'nyye Mashiny, Moscow.

1961.
Influence of Thermal Effects on the Operating Speed of Superconducting Computer Elements, by
R. A. Chentsov, 34 pp, (pp 1-45). 9683147

An Instrument for the Investigation of the Pulse Properties of Magnetic Cores Stand S-2, by
Yu. I. Vizun, 81 pp, (pp 1-82). 9683160

1962, pp 1-64. 9683129

RUSSIAN, bk, Fizicheskaya Gazodinamika Teploobmen i Termodinamika, 1962, pp 120-130.

Elevation and Altitude Indicators, by Sh. Gorin, P. U. Spivak, 16 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Indikatory Napravleniya. Voyennye Izdanie Ministerstva Obronny Sovyu SSA,
Moscow, 1960, pp 61-73. 9683155

RUSSIAN, monograph, Lyubitel'skiy Televizor, 1962, pp 1-56.


RUSSIAN, bk, Stsintilyatsionnyy Metod v Radiometrii, Moscow, 1961.

RUSSIAN, bk, Voprosy Elektroavtomatiki i Elektrooborudovaniya Samolet, Moscow, 1962, pp 60-77. 9683140
Scientific Electronics (Contd)


The Intensity of Spectral Lines in an Arc Between Carbon Electrodes, by S. L. Mandelstam, 10 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XVIII, 1938, pp 559-563. 9683115

Calculation of Construction Schedules and Priorities With the Aid of Electronic Computers, by V. Rybal'skiy, 11 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Ekonomika Stroitels'tva, No 3, 1963, pp 35-42. DDC RSIC-6


Optical Range Finder With Semiconductor Elements, by S. I. Vavilova, K. K. Yarmarkin. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved Geodez i Aerofotos. No 1, 1959, pp 77-83. *ACSI I-2701 1D 2235126

Scientific Electronics (Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Teploenergetika, No 3, 1961, pp 82-86.

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznogo Soveshchaniya po Vychislitel'noy Matematike i Promeneniyu Srodstv Vychislitel'noy Tekhniki, 3-8 Fevralya 1958 Goda, Iz Ak Azerbayzhanskoj SSR, Baku, 1961, pp 71-93.


RUSSIAN, per, Vest Elektroprom, Vol XXXII, No 3, 1961, pp 64-70.

Some Dielectric Characteristics of Epoxy Resin Insulation, by E. K. Dobr'er.


CZECII, per, Prace Ustavu Pro Elektrotechniku Cesav, Vol VII, 1957, pp 55-74. 9683303

Charge Transfer in Electrostatic Generators With a Dielectric Transfer Medium, by Vaclav Hamata, 18 pp.
CZECII, per, Prace Ustavu Pro Elektrotechniku Cesav, Vol VIII, 1957, pp 121-136. 9683304

CZECII, Patent No 9206, (Class 21g, 36, 15 Apr 1960), 1 Nov 1960, p 1. 9683296

Selected Articles From the French Periodical Bulletin d'Informations Scientifiques et Techniques.

No 61, 1962.
Neutron Detectors, by J. Duchene, (pp 6-15).
Progress in Logarithmic Amplifiers and Period Meters, by J. Bourdel, (pp 16-23).
Xenon Reactimeter and Calculator, by M. Deiss, (pp 46-50).


*SLA Tr No A-133
*AEC
AEC-Tr-5679
GB/10/C.E. 2460
Van Nostrand
ERDL, Ft Belvoir T-1641
ERDL, Ft Belvoir T-1656
ERDL, Ft Belvoir T-1648
Scientific
Electronics (Cont'd)

Type EMB-3 Radiation Detector Operating Manual, 16 pp.
GERMAN, rpt Strahlensuchgeraet Typ EMB-3 Bedienungs-
sanleitung, Encl No 1 to RD-113-62, USAREUR, 1962,
23 pp. ACSI I-2403-A
ID 2219739

Electronic Drive Control in Metallurgical Works
Illustrated on a Tube Push Bench, by J. Ullmann.
GERMAN, per, Bander, Bleche, Rohre, No 1, 1963,
pp 13-16. BISI 3243

Spraying of High Tension Insulators in Operation,
GERMAN, per, Elektrotechnische Z, Vol XXXVI, 1940,
pp 817-822. NZDIA

Cleaning Live E.H.T. Equipment.
GERMAN, per, Elektrotechnische Z, Vol LXI, No 36,
1940, pp 823-827. NZDIA

Response Sensitivity of Earth Leakage Circuit Breakers,
by A. Kemmer.
GERMAN, per, Elektrotechnische Z, No 26, 1961,
pp 689-691. NZDIA

Development and Distribution of Industrial Electricity
Tariffs, by W. Strahringer.
GERMAN, per, Energiewirts Tagesfragen, Vol X, 1961,
pp 311-317. GB/10/C.E. 2200

A Fast Pulse-Shaping Circuit With Adjustable
Threshold Using Tunnel Diodes, by S. Gorodetcky,
GERMAN, per, Nuclear Instruments and Methods,
Vol XIII, 1961, pp 282-286. 9208245

Potentiometric Method of Determining Boron in Steel,
by H. Grabner.
GERMAN, per, Z fuer Analytische Chemie, Vol CLXXXIV,
No 5, 1962, pp 327-341. *BISI 3281

Semiconductor Apparatus for the Detection of
Neutrons, by Heinrich Welker, Rolf Gremmelmaier,
10 pp.
GERMAN, Patent No 1,025,533, 6 Mar 1958. AEC-Tr-5542

Scientific Session of the Automation Commission of
the Rumanian Academy, by I. Papadache, 8 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Automatica si Electronica, Vol VII,
No 1, 1963, pp 45, 46. JPRS 19726

On the Synthesis of Electronic Models for Algebraic
UKRAINIAN, per, Dopovidi Ak Nauk Ukrain'kov RSR,
No 4, 1963, pp 447-451. JPRS 19563


Application of Hall Semiconductor Generators to Automation, by A. P. Pinsker.

Oscillations of a Flexible Cylinder During the Passage Through Critical Speed, Taking Into Account Coupling With the Motor, by L. A. Rastrigin.

Calculation of the Basic Dimensions of a Single-Stage Centripetal Turbine, by M. V. Nosov.


Scientific Engineering (Contd)


Sital From Slags - A Path Into Life, by V. V. Vavilov, 7 pp. RUSSIAN, np, Ekon Gazeta, 11 Dec 1961, p 19. 9683274


Scientific Engineering (Contd)

Oscillations of a Cylindrical Shell Not of Circular Cross-Section, by R. L. Malkina. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Otdel Tekh Nauk, Mekh i Mash, No 1, 1960, pp 172-175. UKA&A-Risley, Inf Tr-IATM-60/1.26

New Apparatus to Study the Kinematics of Moving Objects, by V. K. Morgunov, 11 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Iz Sibirskogo Otdel, Ak Nauk SSSR, No 12, 1961, pp 30-36. 9683120 FTD-TT-62-1684


Dielectrics, 11 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Radio, No 4, 1963, pp 55-58. JPRS 19519
Scientific Engineering (Contd)


New Method of Improving the Machinability of Cast Steel, by S. V. Lominskiy, 6 pp. BELORUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk BSSR, Vol VI, 1962, pp 366-369. 9683261


With a Thousand Year Guarantee, by L'udovit Pad, 7 pp. CZECH, per, Zivot, No 12, 19 Mar 1962, pp 3-5. 9683161


Le Sautot Station for the Study of Silting in Reservoirs, by A. Nizery. FRENCH, rpt, Transport Hydrodynamique et Decantation des Materiaux Solides, Grenoble, France. NZDIA
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

FRENCH, per, Cables et Transmission, No 2, Apr 1958, pp 136-143, Encl No 1 to TI-6012, 22 Apr 1963, FS 1740-63.

Experimental Study of Time Resolution in Scintillation Detectors, by A. Sarazin, J. J. SamueI, et al.

Presentation of a Device Destined to Prepare Glass Knives, by Jean Andre.

Manufacture and Quality of Prestressing Wires, by Michel Ronsse, 40 pp.

Study of the Propagation of Flames in a Reaction Vessel Formed by Two Compartments Linked by a Duct, by A. Combe, C. Meyer, et al.

Three Dimensional Lubrication in the Turbulent Regime, by V. N. Constantinescu.

A New A.R.L. Fluorescence Instrument, by E. Davidson.

FRENCH, per, Vide, Vol LXVI, No 11, 12, 1956, pp 456-459.

Apparatus for the Destruction of Insects, by A. Braido, M. Bianchi.
FRENCH, Patent No 618,847.

Scientific Engineering (Contd)

Non-Destructive Studies of the U. S. Civilian Gas Mask CDV-805.

Hot Dip Galvanizing and Pretreatment of Mass Produced Articles Manufactured From Plain Carbon Steel Sheet up to 1.2 mm Thick, by O. Weirich.

Quantity and Behaviour of the Intergranular Moisture in Granular Materials, by W. Batel.
GERMAN, per, Chemie Ingenieur Technik, Vol XXXIII, No 6, 1961, pp 541-547.

Possible Methods of Suppressing Interferences From Ignition Systems in Internal Combustion Engines, by De Waard.
GERMAN, per, Elektrotechnik, Vol XXXIX, No 19, 1961, pp 492-495.

Cleaning High Tension Installations Under Voltage With Fixed Built-in Spraying Equipment. Practical Experiences Gathered for Over a Decade, by A. Roggendorf.
GERMAN, per, Elektrizitätswirtschaft, Vol L, No 2, pp 31-36; No 5, 1931, pp 123-127.

Behaviour of Prestressed Concrete Poles in the Case of Conductor Failures, by M. Koerner.

Penetration Action Into Sand, by J. Rathie.
GERMAN, per, Forschungshafte, No 350, 1931.

Lateral Forces on Rigid Non-Driven Wheels, by H. Kremer, W. Sohne.
GERMAN, per, Grundlagen der Landtechnik, No 9, 1957, pp 101-108.

GERMAN, per, Maschinenbautechnik, No 10, 1962, pp 536-541.

Bearing Capacity of Piles.
GERMAN, per, Neue Hutte, Vol III, 1944, pp 936-938.
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

The Jet Deflection at Nozzle- and Vane-Rings in Steam and Gas Turbines, by W. Gretler.
GERMAN, per, Oesterreichische Ingenieur Z, Vol III, No 8, 1960, pp 253-263.

Structural Design and Controls for Forging Cranes and Turn-Over Gears, by E. Berhoft.

Changes in the Finish of the Surfaces in Contact With the Tool During Cold Upsetting, by H. Wiegand, K. H. Kloos.

Cooling of Wide-Strip Bundles From Annealing in Bell-Type Furnace, by H. Wolff, R. Schneider.

Frost Damage Considered From the Point of View of Bearing Capacity of Road and Subsoil, by L. Schaible.
GERMAN, per, Strassen und Tiefbau, Vol XII, No 11, 1958, pp 610-617.

Suction Insect Trap.
GERMAN, Patent No 638,963.

HUNGARIAN, per, Energia es Atomtechnika, No 8, 1962, pp 375-380.

JAPANESE, per, Nihon Genshiryoku Gakkai Shi, Vol IV, No 1, 1962, pp 37-44.

POLISH, per, Nadownosci Inst Melioracji i Uzytkow Zielonych, No 1, 1958, pp 137-148.

Arrangement of an Electronic Range Finder to Measure Small Distances, 6 pp.
Scientific Engineering (Contd)

Ceramic Floors and Wall Facings: Methods of Construction, by I. Naslund.
SWEDISH, per Byggnastaren, Vol VI, 1960, pp 135-143. CSIRO/No 5207

Standardization of Large Containers.
SWEDISH, per, Teknisk Tidskrift, No 48, 28 Dec 1962, p 1359.

Selected Articles From the Ukrainian Periodical
Avtomatika, No 1, 1963.

On Rosenblatt's Theorems and Systems of the Perceptron Type, by H. L. Otkhmezuri, 40 pp, (pp 10-23).


Definitions and Classifications of Codes, by V. A. Stulov, 12 pp, (pp 63-66).

American Research of Automatic Control Theory, by S. F. Kozubov's'kiy, 8 pp, (pp 70-72).

Fuels & Propulsion

RUSSIAN, bk, Motornye Reaktivnye i Raketnye Topliv, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-741. 9669064-V

Use of Diesel Fuels Containing Additives, by G. A. Mortzov.

RUSSIAN, bk, Sernist'ye Nefti i Produkty ikh Pererabotki, Moscow, 1962, pp 238-250. 9683366 FTD-TT-63-343
Scientific Fuels & Propulsion (Contd)

RUSSIAN, bk, Zhidkiye Raketnyye Topliva, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-92. 9683142

Reprocessing of Irradiated Fuels.
FRENCH, rpt, Retraitement de Combustibles Irradies, 1 Apr-30 Jun 1962.

Fully Automatic Injector Mixing Devices for Gaseous Hydrocarbons, by K. Sigmund.

Materials & Metallurgy

RUSSIAN, bk, Kiev, 1962.

Study of Crystallization in Glasses Produced From Easily Melting Clays, by B. N. Sharay.
RUSSIAN, bk, Khimiya i Khimicheskaya Tekhnologiya Silikatnykh Materialov, 1960, pp 86-165.

Bibliographic Index o. USSR Works on Corrosion and Protection of Materials, by V. V. Kraazyarskiy, F. M. Reznik, 128 pp.

Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

Selected Articles From the Russian Book
Metallurgiya i Metallovedeniye Chistых Metallov,
Sbornik Nauchnykh Rabot Pod Redaktsiye, Moscow,
Vol III, 1961. 9683131

Investigation of the Oxidation Kinetics of
Iodide Hafnium in the Temperature Range From
600 to 1000°C, by A. I. Yevstyukhin,

Zone Melting of Niobium by the Arc Method, by
A. I. Yevstyukhin, V. V. Nikishanov, et al,
13 pp, (pp 152-162).

Investigation of the Oxidation Kinetics of
Niobium, by B. N. Revyakin, I. I. Korobkov,
et al, 11 pp, (pp 175-182).

Diffusion Mobility of Lithium in Iron and
Steels, by N. M. Beskorovayniy, V. S. Yeremeyev,
et al, 18 pp, (pp 233-248).

The Solubility of Metals in Carbon, by
Yu. G. Godin, A. I. Yevstyukhin, et al, 7 pp,
(pp 284-289).

Physical Metallurgy and Heat Treatment of Steel,
RUSSIAN, bk, Metall i Term Obra Stali, Spravochnik,
Metallurgizdat, Moscow, 1961, pp 49-58, 592-597,
676-709. 9683258

Thermodynamic Properties of Zirconium and Its
Alloys With Tin, by G. B. Fedorov, E. A. Smirnov,
29 pp.
RUSSIAN, rpt, Proceedings of a Symposium on
Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials, 1962,
pp 285-306.

Rare Earth Alloys, by E. M. Savitskiy,
V. F. Terekhova, et al.
RUSSIAN, bk, Splavy Redkozemel'nykh Metallov,
1962, 267 pp.  *AEC

Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastics, by Boris Abramovich
Kiselev, 337 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Stekloplastiki, Moscow, 1961, pp 1-240.
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Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

The Production of Pipe in the USSR, by V. L. Agre, 160 pp. 
RUSSIAN, bk, Tekh Progress v Cher Metal SSSR: 
Prok i Trub Proiz, Moscow, 1962, pp 121-245. 

Obtaining and Investigating of Some Properties of 
The Disilicide of Molybdenum, by I. S. Brokhin, 
RUSSIAN, bk, Vses Nauch Issled Inst Tverdynk 
Splavov, Sbornik Trudov, No 2, Moscow, 1960, 
pp 24-36. 

Relaxation of Stress and Creep of High Tensile 
Wire Reinforcement, by V. G. Chernashkin, 
T. N. Livchak. 
RUSSIAN, per, Beton i Zhelezobeton, No 9, 1961, 
pp 414-417. 

On the Problems of Phase Transformations in the 
Reduction of U4O9, by V. M. Zhukovskiy, 
RUSSIAN, per, Fiz Metal i Metallov, Vol XV, No 2, 

Structural Diagram of the Nickel-Tantalum System, 
by I. I. Kornilov, E. N. Pylayeva. 
RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Inst Obsch i Neorgan 
Khim Sektor Fiz-Khim Analiza, Vol XXIII, 1953, 
pp 110-117. 

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical 
Iz Vysshikh Ucheb Zaved, Chernaya Metallurg. 

Special Features of the Rotating Ferrosilicon 
Furnaces, by I. T. Zherdev. 

No 1, 1963. 
Effect of Some Elements on the Seizing of Steel 
During Hot Working, by G. I. Bel'chenko, 
A. A. Baranov, (pp 97-105). 

Microdefects of Diffused Layers in Iron Alloys, 
by M. A. Kirshtal, (pp 111-116). 

A Standard Method for the Determination of the 
Reducibility of Iron-Ore Sinters, by V. I. Korotin.
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)


Microporosity of Powdered Beryllium Oxide, by S. M. Astrakhantsev, Ya. S. Umanskiy, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Nauch Dok Vysshei Shkoly Metallurg, No 3, 1958, pp 226-230. 9206039


Vertical Sintering Furnace, by A. N. Nikolayev, 15 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Poroshkovaya Metallurg, No 5, 1962, pp 89-98. JPRS 19429

Methods of Preserving Fibre Length in Wool and Chemical Fibres During Carding, by V. N. Gusev, 17 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Prindenilo, pp 18-24. CSIR Tr No 255


Overvaluation of Notch-Impact Tenacity in Estimating the Quality of Steel, by S. Kronmarck, RUSSIAN, per, Technik, Vol XV, No 11, 1960, pp 751-756. OT 7275
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)


Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Textile Industry USSR, Vol XXI.

  Modernization of the Combs, by N. Nechayev, I. Yakovlev.

- No 11, 1961.
  Use of Man-Made Fibre in the Knitwear Industry, by I. Lipkov, N. Grechukhina, (pp 19-23).

- Production of Bulked Yarn by Stapling Ropes of Synthetic Fibre, by P. Gakel', I. Kovyzina, (pp 35-41).

- Selection of the Length of Staple Fibre for Blending With Wool, by V. Gusev, (pp 41-46).

The Tungsten and Molybdenum Ores of the Western Greater Caucasus - Genetic Classification and Mineralization Epochs, by Yu. S. Borodayev.
RUSSIAN, per, Vest Moskov Univ, No 5, 1962.

Selected Articles From the Russian Periodical Zavod Lab.

- Vol VII, 1938, pp 395-399. 9666143


Determination of the Number and Size of Particles in the Structure of Material, by Jiri Likes. 

Charge of Protective Atmospheres With Lithium Vapours, by B. Prenosil. 

Relationships Between Reed Setting, Dent Thickness and Dent Spacing on Looms, by J. Kypta. 

Continuous Determination of Alkylarylsulphonates, by O. Ruzicka, O. Vilim. 

Proportional Counters in X-Ray Spectrometry, by G. Seibel. 

Automatic Inspection of Steel Billets, by L. Colombier. 

The Visible and Near-Infrared Spectra of Uranium (V) in Nonaqueous Media, by Gerard Kaufmann, Raymond Rohmer. 

Influence of Boron and Tellurium on Cast Iron, by M. A. Roos. 

Protection of Metal Parts Against Corrosion, New Process. 

Influence of the Direction of Twist of the Yarns on the Fabric, by D. Lenoir. 
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)


Selected Articles From the French Periodical Revue de Metallurgie.


Check Tests of Drawing Sheets and Comparison With Workshop Results, by N. Jentet, (pp 456-464).


Selected Articles From the French Periodical Revue Universelle des Mines.

Vol XII, No 11, 1956.
Estimation of Phosphorus in Steel by Direct Spectral Analysis, by A. Hans.

Comparison Between X-Ray and Optical Spectrometry in the Analysis of Ordinary and Alloy Steels, by R. Loude, R. Billot, (pp 190-195).


Pouring Trails of Rimming Steel in a Nitrogen Atmosphere, by P. Nilles, A. Thill.

Scientific
Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)


Photoconductivity of Crystals Embedded in Resin, by R. Epping, et al.

Report From the Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory at Konigl, Technical Highschool of Munich II.
Some Alloys of Cerium and Lanthanum, by W. Muthmann, H. Beck.
GERMAN, per, Annalen der Chemie, No 331, 1904, pp 46-57.

Selected Articles, From the German Periodical Archiv fuer Eisenhuttenwesen.

Vol XXXII, No 1, 1961, pp 214-222.

Vol XXXII, No 3, 1961, pp 145-152.
Spectrochemical Analysis of Preliminary Samples of Stainless Steels, Using the Quantometer, by H. de Laffolie.


Vol XXXIII, No 10, 1962, pp 711-713.

On the Kinetics of Degassing Steel Melts Under Reduced Pressure, by H. Knuppel, F. Oeters.

Vol XXXIII, No 12, 1962, pp 853-863.
Selected Articles From the German Periodical Archiv fuer Eisenhuttenwesen. (Contd)

Vol XXXIV, No 2, 1963, pp 135-146,
Relationship Between the Heat Treatment and the Corrosion Resistance of Stainless Steels Containing Appx. 17% Cr in Boiling Concentrated Nitric Acid, by A. Baumel.

Vol XXXIV, No 4, 1963,

Experience in Spectrometric Supervision of Steel-making Operations, by P. Dickens, P. Koning, (pp 243-246).


Vitreous Enamelling of Sheet Steel, by G. Frank.

X-Ray Spectroscopy in the Ferrous Metallurgy Laboratory, by H. de Laffolie.
GERMAN, por, NEW Technische Berichte, Vol I, No 4, 1961, pp 161-175.

Lithium - Aluminium Silicates as Ceramic Materials, by M. Mehmel, 10 pp.

Polyamide and Polyaerylnitril Fibers.
GERMAN, por, Informationen, No 1, Mar 1963, pp 18, 19.

Resistance of Silicone Finishes on Uniform Fabrics, by W. Heydeck.
GERMAN, por, Melliand Textilberichte, Vol XLIII, 1962, pp 615-618.
Experiences Made With the Oscillating Pressure Treatment for the Impregnation of Spruce Poles by Means of Copper-Chrome-Arsenic-Containing Salt Mixtures, by S. T. Henriksson.


Modification Changes of Zircon and Hafnium, by C. Zwikker.

Intergranular Corrosion of Aluminum Raw Material, by E. Nachtigall.

Determination of the Nitrogen Content in Steel by the Wet Method, by D. Blazjak-Ditgos.

Present State of Continuous Casting in Europe, by B. Tarmann.
Selected Articles From the German Periodical Stahl und Eisen. (Contd)

Effect of the Test Apparatus Upon the Strain Rate During Tensile Testing, by A. Krisch, R. Schweitzer.

Oxygen Contents of Milds Unkilled Basic Oxygen Steels From High-Phosphorus Hot Metal, by H. vom Ende, W. Pfaff, (pp 377-381).


Electric Arc Furnaces With Special References to Large Capacity Units for Steelmaking, by F. Harms.


Continuous Casting of Steel and Planning of Plant for It, by H. Pauels.

Testing Hot/Slab/Blooms for Pipe by the Use of Gamma Radiation, by H. Ermert, A. Herwig.

A New Wet Method for the Separation of Fine Dust, by J. Pullinger.

Crucible and Rotor Furnaces for Oxygen Steel Production, by H. Harrbrucker.
GERMAN, per, Technik und Forschung, No 181(42), 1961.

Ten Years Experience With Austenitic Steels in Boiler Operation, by W. Ruttmann, N. Brunzel.
GERMAN, per, Vereinigung der Grosskesselbesitzer, No 80, 1962, pp 310-326.
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Recent Observations and Information on the Behaviour of Ferritic and Austenitic Boiler Steels, by I. Glass. 
GERMAN, per, Vereinigung der Grosskesselbesitzer, No 80, 1962, pp 326-337.


A Photometric Determination of Zinc in Iron Ores, by H. Pohl. 

The Synthetic Emerald, by H. Espig. 

Self-Diffusion in Liquid Calcium Metal, by J. Rohlin, A. Lodding. 
GERMAN, per, Z fuer Naturforschung, Vol XVIIa, No 12, 1962, pp 1081-1085. *AEC

The Effect of Diffusion on Liquid Metals With Isotope Transference, by A. Lodding, A. Klemm. 
GERMAN, per, Z fuer Naturforschung, Vol XVIIa, No 12, 1962, pp 1085-1088. *AEC

HUNGARIAN, per, Magyar Tudomanyos Akad Koszonti Fiz Kutato Intezetenek Kozieményei, No 7, 1959, pp 296-301. *AEC-Tr-5565

Polarographic Analysis of Traces of Metals in Iron Ores, by G. Odone, G. Picasso. 
ITALIAN, per, Chimica e l'Industria, Vol XLII, No 6, 1960, pp 598-605. CSIRO/No 5964

ITALIAN, per, La Metallurgia Italiana, No 6, 1957, pp 444-448. CSIR Tr No 262

ITALIAN, per, La Metallurgia Italiana, No 8, 1958, pp 319-324. CSIR Tr No 261
Scientific Materials & Metallurgy (Contd)

External Defects of Seamless Tube, by M. Mazzanti, A. Molaroni.
ITALIAN, per, La Metallurgia Italiana, No 11, 1962, pp 485-496.

Actinium, by G. Bouissieres.

Electrodeposition of Metal From Solution in Organic Solvent, by Yoshizo Takeda.
JAPANESE, per, Kinzoku, No 29, 1959, pp 923-928.


POLISH, per, Prace Instytutu Celulozowo-Papierniczego, Vol IV, No 2, 1955, pp 55-60.

POLISH, per, Przegląd Papierniczy, No 1, 1958, pp 2-4.

Mining and Metallurgy Quarterly, by Viktor Kersnic, 63 pp.
SLOVENIAN, per, Rudarsko-Metalurski Zbornik, No 4, 1962.

Photometric Determination of Bismuth in Stainless Steel and Ferromolybdenum, by C. G. Carlstrom, V. Palvarinne.

SWEDISH, per, Jernkontorets Annaler, Vol CXLVII, No 1, 1963, pp 52-56.

Scientific Mathematics & Data Processing

RUSSIAN, per, Iz Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XXVII, No 1, 1963, pp 101-160. JPRS 19611

RUSSIAN, per, Morskoy Sbornik, Vol XLVI, No 1, 1963, pp 23-30. JPRS 19374

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Vses Soveshchaniya po Vychislitel'noy Mathmat i Promeneniyu Sredstv Vychislitel'noy Tekhn, 3-8 Fevralya 1958 Goda, Iz Ak Nauk Azerbayzhanskoy SSR, Baku, 1961, pp 23-34. 9683143 FTD-62-1853

RUSSIAN, per, Vest Ak Nauk SSSR, No 4, 1963, pp 85-88. JPRS 19483

On the Question of (p,q)-Analytic Functions of a Complex Variable and Their Application, by G. N. Polozhiy.

The Calculus, by Otto Toeplitz.
GERMAN, bk, 192 pp.

Cold Pressing of Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Parts, by O. May.
GERMAN, per, Werkstattstechnik, Vol XLIX, No 1, 1959, pp 22-26. BISI 3132

Scientific
Nuclear Science & Technology

Selected Articles From the Russian Report
Conference on Practical Applications of Short-Life
Radioisotopes Produced in Small Research Reactors,
5-9 Nov 1962.

Contribution to the Study of the Preparation of
Tellurium-132 and Iodine-132, by R. Stiennon-Bovy,
G. Haegeman-Geladi.

*AEC

Labelling Human Serum-Albumin, Insulin and
Fibrinogen With Bromin-82 by Electrochemical Means,

*ABC

Needles of Yttrium-90 for Endo-Electron Therapy
Interstitial Beta Therapy, by B. Pierquin,
M. Mortreuil, et al.

*AEC

Production of I^{132} From Irradiated UF_{4}, by
M. Barrachina Gomez.

*ABC

Production of Short-Life Radioisotopes in Reactor

*ABC

Application of Decay Reaction T^{132} Beta-132 in the
Preparation of Labelled Molecules, by Jean-Pierre
Adloff, et al.

*AEC

Activation Analysis and Determination of Short-Lived
Isotopes, by R. Loos, 6 pp. 9208258

*AEC-Tr-5746

Practical Application of Short-Lived Radionuclides
in Activation Analysis, by B. Chinaglia,
L. Ciuffolotti, et al, 6 pp. 9208259

*AEC-Tr-5748

Production and Use of the Isotopes Sodium-24,
Potassium-42, Copper-64, and Molybdenum-99, by
R. Loos, 6 pp. 9208261

*AEC-Tr-5749

Application of Sodium-24 to the Measurement of
Rates of Flow and Leak Detection, by J. Guizerix,
R. Garnuet, 5 pp. 9208272

*AEC-Tr-5750

Use of Na^{24} as Tracer in Public Works and
9208260

*AEC-Tr-5751

Determination of Elements by Their Short-Lived
Radioisotopes in the Analysis of Aluminum, Iron,
and Zirconium of Very High Purity, by P. Albert,
M. Deyris, et al, 18 pp. 9207693

*AEC-Tr-5735
Scientific Nuclear Science & Technology (Contd)

RUSSIAN, rpt, First Conference on Plasma Physics and the Problem of Controlled Thermonuclear
Reactions, 1962. 9208256

Corrosion Resistance in a Steam-Water Medium and Mechanical Properties of Hafnium With a High
Zirconium Content, by R. V. Grebennikova, F. I. Shamashov.
RUSSIAN, rpt, International Atomic Energy Agency
Proceedings of the Conference on Corrosion of Reactor Materials, Salzburg, Vol II, 4-8 Jun 1962,
pp 149-158.

Transportation of Radioactive Materials, by
N. I. Leshchinskiy.
RUSSIAN, bk, Transportirovanie Radioaktivnykh

A Generalization on Heat Transfer in Liquid Metals,
by P. L. Kirillov, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Atomniya Energiya, Vol XIII, 1962,
pp 481-484. 9207645

The Affinity of Niobium to O₂, by G. A. Meyerson,
T. Segorceyanu.
RUSSIAN, per, Atomniya Energiya, Vol XIII, No 12,
1962, pp 597-599.

Vapor Pressure: Barium and Strontium, by
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol XCV, 1954,
pp 1207-1210.

Study of the System Uranyl Nitrate-Water-Nitric
Acid-Tributyl Phosphate in the Region of Phase
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXLV, No 5,
1962, pp 1064. 9208268

Use of Secondary Ion-Ion Emission Phenomena in
Studying Heterogeneous Catalytic Reactions, by
RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol CXLVII, No 2,
1962, pp 414-417. 9208241

Automatic Closed Orbit Control, by A. A. Vasil'ev,
N. I. Kuz'mina, 15 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Radiotekh Institut Ak Nauk SSR,
1961.
Scientific Nuclear Science & Technology (Contd)


Radioactive Contamination of Aquatic Media and Organisms, by Y. Fontaine. FRENCH, rpt, Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires, Saclay, Report CEA-1588, 1960, 176 pp. AEC-Tr-5358


Symposium on Aqueous Reprocessing Chemistry for Irradiated Fuels, by P. Faugeras. FRENCH, per, Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, 23-26 Apr 1963. *AEC


Scientific Nuclear Science & Technology (Contd)


Hyperfine Structure and the Atomic Nucleus, by H. Kallmann, H. Schueler, 70 pp. GERMAN, per, Ergeb Exakt Naturwiss, No 11, 1932, pp 134-175.

Selected Articles From the German Periodical Kernenergie.


Vapor Pressure-Isotopic Effect of a Hydrogen and Boron Compound, by I. Kiss, L. Matus, et al, (pp 329-331).


GERMAN, per, Naturwissenschaften, Vol XXI, No 21, 23, 1933, pp 379-382. 9208263

GERMAN, per, Nukleonik, Vol IV, 1962, pp 84-91. AEC-NP-Tr-936

GERMAN, per, Nukleonik, Vol IV, No 5, 1962, pp 227-229. *UKAEA D Lib Tr 57

Experimental Investigation of Various Types of Luminous Paints, by Reinhold Wahl, 8 pp.
GERMAN, per, Die Uhr, Vol XXII, No 11, 14, 1960. 9207668

Return to the Subject of Luminous Paints, by Reinhold Wahl, 9 pp.
GERMAN, per, Die Uhr, No 1, 20, 1962. 9207658


GERMAN, per, Z fuer Physik, Vol CXXXVII, 1954, pp 228. 9208238

ITALIAN, rpt, 1962. 9208278

Thermodynamic Properties of Zr and Hf Halides, by S. N. Lungu.


Selected Articles From the Serbo-Croatian Report 
Bilton Instituta za Nuklearne Nauke Boris Kidric.

Vol XIlf, No 1, 1962. 9207552

Vol XIII, No 2, 1962. 9207562

Vol XIII, No 3, 1962. 9207551

Vol XIII, No 4, 1962. 9207550
Scientific Physics


RUSSIAN, bk, 1958, pp 5-36.


RUSSIAN, rpt, 1961.

RUSSIAN, bk, 1962.

Description of the Refuse and Nedi-2 Programmes, by K. Lindblom, S. Linde.

RUSSIAN, bk, Fiziko-Khimicheskaya Gidrodynamika, Moscow, 1959.

RUSSIAN, bk, Gravimetriya, Moscow, 1960. 9207566

RUSSIAN, bk, Isskusstvennye Sputniki Zemli, No 14, 1962, pp 74-80. 9683461
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Scientific Physics (Contd)

RUSSIAN, bk, Issledovaniya po Fiz Atmosfery, Ak Nauk Estonskoy SSR, Inst Fiz i Astron, No 1, 1959, pp 7-14. 9683271

Selected Articles From the Russian Report, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 1963.


Electrophoresis of Complex Compounds III. Separation of Several Rare Elements by Electrophoresis on Paper in an NTA Medium, by V. Knobilokh, Zhen Te-hou.

The Real Part of the Elastic p-p Forward Scattering Amplitude, by L. S. Azhgirel, S. B. Nurushev.


RUSSIAN, bk, Neuprugoye Rasseyanie Medlennych Neitronov na Proizvol'nykh Kristalakh i Obshchaya Zadacha Voostanovleniya Fononog Spektra, 1962, pp 140-152.


Results of Calculation of Nuclear Fission According to the Liquid Drop Model, by V. M. Strutinskiy.
RUSSIAN, bk, Ordena Lenina Institut Atomnoi Energii imeni I. V. Kurchatova, Moscow, 1963.

Fundamentals of Cosmic Electrodynamics, by S. B. Pikel'ner.
RUSSIAN, bk, Osnovy Kosmicheskoy Elektrodinamiki, Moscow, 1961, pp 1-295.

RUSSIAN, bk, Pogloscheniya Gazov Aktivnymi Metallami, Gosudarstvennoy Energeticheskoy Izdatel'stvo, Moscow, 1961, pp 157-173.

The Adaptation of Radioactive Isotopes to Engineer Research, by N. V. Glasov.

RUSSIAN, bk, Probor dlya Opredeleuy Chastochykh Svoystv Serdechnikov pri Peremagnichivaniy po Sismetrichnym Tseklam Gisterezisa, Vlizkym k Predel'nyy, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-16.
Scientific
Physics (Cont'd)

Radiolysis of Hydrocarbons, by A. V. Topchiyep.
RUSSIAN, bk, Radioliz Uglevodorodov, Nekotorye
Fiziko-Khimicheskiye Problemy, Moscow, 1962,
208 pp. *FTD-TT-63-686

Calculation and Measurement of Speech Intelligibility,
by N. B. Pokrovskiy. (SF-2715)
RUSSIAN, bk, Raschet i Izmereniya Razborchivosti
Rechi, Moscow, 1962, pp 1-391. *JPRS

Proceedings of the Working Conference on Slow
Neutron Physics, 240 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sbornika Materiilov Rabochego
Soveshchaniya po Fizika Medlennykh Neitronov,
7-12 Dec 1961, 1962. *ARC

Modern Plasma Research Methods, by V. D. Rusanov.
RUSSIAN, bk, Sovremennye Metody Issledovaniya
Plazmy, 1962, 183 pp. *AEC

Turbulent Boundary Layer in a Gas Flow With
Heat Transfer and a Prandtl Number Different
From Unity, by Yu. V. Lapin, 15 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Trudy Politokhnnicheskiy Inst-
imeni M. I. Kalinina Teh Gidromakh, No 217,
1961, pp 27-36. 9683273

Consecutive Operation of Gas Ejectors Under
Steady-State Conditions, by I. G. Portnov,
G. A. Zotov, 21 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Trudy Razrabotka i Bkspuatsiya
Gazovykh Mestorozhdenniy, Transport Gaza,
Gosudarstvennoye Nauchno-Tekhnicheskoye
Issledovato Neftyanoy i Gorno-Toplivo
Literature, Moscow, 1959, pp 267-284. 9683204

Zirconium. Chemical and Physical Methods
of Analysis, by S. V. Blinson, K. I. Petrov,
230 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Tsirkonii Khimicheskiye i
Fizicheskiye Metody Analiza, Moscow, 1960.

Effect of Ionization of Immunity, by
V. L. Traidtskiy, M. A. Tumanyan,
RUSSIAN, bk, Vilianiye Ioniziruiushchikh
Izлучений na Immunitst, 1958, 197 pp.

*FTD-TT-63-284
*FTD-TT-63-184
*ABC-Tr-5373
*ABC
RUSSIAN, bk, Voprosy Magnitnoy Gidrodinamiki Plazmy, Ak Nauk Latviyskoy SSR, Riga, 1959, pp 117-125. 9683268
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7 September 2004

Ms. Roberta Schoen  
Deputy Director for Operations  
Defense Technical Information Center  
7725 John J. Kingman Road  
Suite 0944  
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060  

Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the “Non-NIS” referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar  
Chief, CIA Declassification Center, Declassification Review and Referral Branch

Enclosures:

1. Declassification Review of CIA Documents at DTIC (with sanitization instructions for 3 documents)
2. Declassification Status of CIA Documents (hard copy) Referred by DTIC (with review processing sheets for each document)
### Processing of OGA-Held CIA Documents

The following CIA documents located at DTIC were reviewed by CIA and declassification guidance has been provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGA Doc ID</th>
<th>Job Num</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Fldr</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>Doc ID</th>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Pub Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Proc Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD00405169</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For April 1963</td>
<td>4/1/1963</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00431011</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For January 1964</td>
<td>1/1/1964</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00437984</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For March 1964</td>
<td>3/1/1964</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00440831</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For April 1964</td>
<td>4/1/1964</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00442174</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For May 1964</td>
<td>5/1/1964</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00443106</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For June 1964</td>
<td>6/1/1964</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00444756</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For July 1964</td>
<td>7/1/1964</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00447557</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For August 1964</td>
<td>8/1/1964</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00450482</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For September 1964</td>
<td>9/1/1964</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00451428</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For October 1964</td>
<td>10/1/1964</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00455133</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For December 1964</td>
<td>12/1/1964</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00458589</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For January 1965</td>
<td>1/1/1965</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00458780</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For February 1965</td>
<td>2/1/1965</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD00461501</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For March 1965</td>
<td>3/1/1965</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Wednesday, August 25, 2004*